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1.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Since the World War, public interest has centered

on the various phases of the production and distribution

of agricultural commodities* Probably every section of

the country is more or less concerned with the problems

facing agriculture, Oregon is especially interested.

Her field crop in 1928 was valued in excess of $72,008000?"

As much of this crop was stored for varying periods, many

warehousing problems arose. The particular interest which

the writer has in the storage of Oregon farm commodities

dates back to 1925 when in the employ of the State Grain

Int:MO*41On Department he made a state survey and compiled

the list upitt whiflh is based the present list of ware."

houses licensed under the laws of Oregon.

It was observed at the time that a considerable

variation existed in storage facilities and practices.

The objects of this study are: 1. To present a general

survey of current warehousing practices in Oregon giving

particular attention to the warehousemans problems; 2.

To determine as accurately as possible the causes of lack

of uniformity in warehouse practices; 3. To offer remedies

wherever they have proved feasible in analogous situations.

1
Kent, F. C., Oregon State College. Annual Report.
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Sources of Material

The material for this thesis was obtained from a

visit to every grain, hay, and potato warehouse in the

state, a wide reading on the subject of warehousing, and

a questionnaire sent to a representative of each of the

three hundred and four state and nineteen federal licensed

warehouses. It is understood that in cases of line ware-

houses it was presumed that practices in a line would be

similar so the questionnaire was sent to only the main

office.

Definition of Terms

A warehouse is defined in the United States Ware-

house Act as any building, structure, or other protected

inclosure in which grain is or may be stored for inter-

state or foreign commerce, or if located within any place

under the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States in

which grain is or may be stored. The law does not specify

any particular type of construction but the warehouse must

protect stored products from damage caused by rodents or

the elements.

A warehouse as defined in chapter 333, General

Laws of Oregon, includes any elevator, mill, warehouse, or

structure in which grain or hay is received from the pub-

lie for storage, shipment, or handling whenever such grain
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or hay is carried or intended to be is rried to or from such

warehouse, elevator mill, or structure by common carrier.

As thus defined, the term "warehouse" includes both

"flat e" and "elevators". A flat may be constructed speci-

fically for the purpose of sack handling grain. Very

often it is nothing but an old barn, store, or shed in

which grain is collected and stored in sacks. A flat dif-

fers from an elevator in construction and method of hand-

ling grain. The former is low and generally covers much

ground space, while the latter is generally high. As flats

handle grain in sacks, bins are unnecessary and so they do

not require the strength and rigidity of an elevator.

Since sacked grain can be moved entirely by man power,

equipment for moving other than hand trucks is usually not

provided in small houses. The larger warehouses have

power appliances such as "pliers" for hoisting grain and

conveyers for oarrying sacks to the "pliers".

Elevators are constructed on an entirely different

principle. A series of round tanks or bins about 75 feet

high and 14 feet in diameter are built. Above these bins

are arranged endless belts which move the grain from a

bucket elevator that conveys it from the ground to the

desired bin. A device known as the "tripper" takes the

grain from the belts and discharges it into the proper
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bin. Underneath the tanks are similar conveyers Which re-

ceive the grain when it is discharged from the tanks by

gravity and carry it to the car or ship. Sixty per cent

of the Oregon warehouses might be classified as both "flat"

and elevator for they handle both bulk and sack grainyl

Another distinction is made between country and

terminal warehouses. Terminal warehouses, according to

section one, chapter 333 Oregon Laws, are those located

in towns designated as inspection points, These points

in Oregon are Portland, Astoria, and recently Pendleton.

The terminal at Astoria has a capacity of 1,250,000

bushels and-the one at Portland 1,033,8502. Country ware..

houses receive Wheat in wagon or truck load lots and ship

in ear load lots.

Warehouses may also be divided according to the

principle of their management as:

1, Independent warehouses, which operate locally

and buy and sell grain without reference to the business

management of other houses,

2. Line or system warehouses which operate as one

of a chain; the name originating from the fact that at

first such a chain would be organised along the line of

Table VI, page
34

2 Volume 3, Report of the Federal Trade Commission. The
Grain Trade, page 124.
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a single raili.oad. Each branch is managed by an agent

who receives eaoh day instructions from headquarters as

to prices and policies.

5. Mill elevators whose primary purpose is to in-

sure that the mill shall have a certain definite supply of

grain for milling.

4. Ulster warehouses (practically obsolete today)

which serve the same general purposes as do the mill

houses except that they store only barley.

5. The farmers' or cooperative warehouses, Which

include a wide variety of concerns such as cooperative

management, patronage dividend and producers' interest

houses. Oregon had in 1929 twenty active cooperative far-

mers' warehouses,

These five groups are by no means mutually exclu-

sive. All may organize into lines and the mill and Mei-

ster. may engage in commercial warehousing.

The warehouseman performs a number of important

functions. In general, he provides a local market for sur-

plus grain. He adjusts supply to demand and stabilizes

prices. He makes possible movement of grain in large

quantities. Be reduces hazards and he acts as a general

grain information center for the locality. His primary

functions are the handling, buying and storing of grain.

He may perform the additional specific functions of



cleaning, scouring, washing, bleaching, clipping, drying,

or mixing and blending grain for the seller or bailer.

Comparison wherever possible and significant will

be made between Southern Oregon, Eastern Oregon, and the

Willamette Valley, and also between cooperative and other

warehouses. Unfortunately, due to the fact that only 19

of the 304 state licensed houses have taken out a federal

license and that 17 of these belong to one line, the con.

tral office of which failed to answer the questionnaire,
it is impossible to make the additional and interesting

comparison between the warehousing practices of federal

and state licensed houses.
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CHAPTER II.

HISTORY OF WAREHOUSING

The principle of storing is as old as man himself.

Biblical and classical literature contains many refer-

ences to preserving grain in years of plenty against years

of scarcity. We read of Joseph, the storehouse keeper of

the Pharaohs, Who saved a nation from famine, of the mar.

chant princes who stored vast supplies against times of

need. Although of historic interest these incidents refer

on analysis to the mere preservation of food for the use

of the person who places them in storage. These practices

were essentially storing rather than .warehousing for ware-

housing implies the additional element of trade and profit.

As defined by both state and federal statute, warehousing

originated in the cities of the Mediterranean in about the

twelfth century.1 In Venice were stored goods for account

of the merchants of all Europe. To better protect the

distant owners, the Venetians originated the idea of bond-

ing warehouses. They also instituted the system of ware-

house receipts. As markets enlarged and the need for more

rapid transportation and handling increased, warehouses

grew up at ports and Along railroad and river points

throughout the world.

Warehousing, Harry Albert Haribg. page 5.
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As wheat is the Chief commodity stored in Oregonl,

it might be well to trace briefly the development of the

wheat industry in the United States. Wheat was first

grown in this country in 1618 in the Virginia colonies.'

In the canal building era production moved westward. T1-1,

first record of agriculture in the Oregon territory was a

reference to a few vegetables raised by the Winship broth.

ere on the blinks of the Columbia river at Oak Point in

1810 and in Astoria in 1811.3 The experiments were not

successful, however, and efforts were discontinued for

several decades. Wheat was first produced in the Oregon

territory in 1825 at Port Vancouver from seed brought from

the East by McLaughlin.4 The Hudson Bay Company at this

time split over its policy and the faction which favored

agriculture formed the Yuget Sound Agricultural Company and

began operations in the Willamette Valley. By 1829 impor-

tation of wheat had entirely ceased and by 1833 production

had increased to the point where it was necessary to find

a market for the surplus,5 This market for a time could

be found close at hand, grain was consumed soon after

harvest and the use of storage facilities and expensive

I Table I.
2 Wheat Production and Marketing, Yearbook Separate 1921

No. 873.
3 History of Oregon, Charles Henry Carey, page 788.
4 History of Oregon, Charles Henry Gaily, page 792.
5 History of Oregon, Charles Henry Carey, pages 791-892.



conditioning equipment was not justified. As production

increased, markets widened and consumption spread through

the year, the need for storage arose. The farmer limited,

however, as to time and capital could more profitably az-

ploy them in increasing his acreage for the ensuing year

than in preparing warehouse facilities.

8 ck Handling

Surplus grain was either dumped on the bare ground

or on canvas and at best covered only by canvas or a make-

shift roof. The first public warehouse on record in the

Oregon territory was built by Archibald McDonald at Fort

Niequally in 1833.
1

Gradually, due to the necessity for

storing in the open, the sack method came into use and

today is still the widely accepted practice although many

of the former arguments in its favor are no longer ac-

cepted. The factors encouraging sack handling were:

1. Sacks offered greater protection to the grain

than was previously offered ald in view of the dry sum.

mere in Oregon, a warehouse seemed unnecessary.

2. Much of the early grain found a ready market

for seed and this made the sack method almost imperative

in securing a better choice of seed as well as offering

1
History of Oregon, Charles Henry Carey. Page 278
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much more convenient way of handling small accounts.

3. Due to the scarcity of railroad and the comm.

parative cheapness of river transportation, wheat was

generally carried on river boats and lack of bulk loading

facilities on the river wharfs made sacking necessary.

In view of these advantages, the sack method was

used exclusively in Oregon with about 1890 when the Nor-

thern Pacific, Great Northern, and the O. W. R. and N.

constructed elevators for bulk handling at several inter.

for points and built a large terminal elevator at Port-

land. Farmers hauled grain to country elevators in sacks

which were emptied and the bulk grain hauled in cars to

the sea port. Here it had to be re-sacked for vessels

refused to accept bulk grain. This was due to the fact

that before the opening of the Panama canal the greater

part of Oregon's exportable surplus grain was consigned

to Europe and was shipped in sailing vessels on the long

voyage around Cape Horn. Most of theme vessels were tramp

boats that had left Eur3pean ports for the Orient loaded

with export goods. On the way home, they crossed the

Pacific to the ports of Western United States and took on

a cargo of grain to be sold in the European Market. These

vessels were not equipped to handle grain in bulk. As

they had no bulkheads or partitions, the grain would shift
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and there was grave danger of the vessel failing to right

itself. In addition, the equator had to be crossed twice

and the grain would overheat when loaded in bulk. After

a number of disastrous experiences, the marine under-

writers made their rates so high as to be almost prohibi-

tive and in some cases refused to insure bulk grain at

all.1 The result was the general abandonment of bulk

shipments.

These difficulties in transportation combined with

the advantages of sack grain handling previously mentioned

soon resulted in the temporary discontinuance of bulk

handling and the dismantling of the elevators. The elegem',

tor at Portland was destroyed by fire and it was thought

inadvisable to rebuild it.

No further pronounced agitation was made for the

elevator movement in the next twenty-five years for sack

handling seemed admirably adapted to the needs of Oregon

in a number of ways additional to those already cited.

First, a number of varieties of grain are grown

since the soil and climatic conditions vary sharply with-

in confined areas due to abrupt changes in topography.

This would be a disadvantage in bulk handling as it would

require the use of numerous bins.

1 Univ. of California Co11ee of Agriculture Circular No.
152, page 1. June, 1916.
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Second, smut prevails in most of the Wheat of this

section1 and it would be undesirable to mix smutty grain

with grain comparatively free.

Third, many of the farmers tag or brand their sacks

and request that their grain be kept separate. This is

comparatively easy with sack handling but as before stated

to do this with bulk grain would require a prohibitive

number of bins.

Fourth, due to climatic conditions, the grain dries

out during the summer when left in the field or stored in

the warehouse. Since it is sold by weight many farmers

feel that this means a loss to the farmer in favor of the

warehouseman.
2

When the grain is shipped to terminal

ports on the coast, it absorbs moisture enough, it is

claimed, to pay the cost of sacking, handling expense, and

often storage charges. The storage charge on sack grain

is enough lower to practically cover the cost of sacking.

In addition to these sectional reasons the farmers

wish to take advantage of the small rr rginal premium al-

lowed on sacked grain, which is three or four cents more

than bulk grain; beside a change to hulk handling would

mean the scrapping of several million dollars in ware.

houses as it is doubtful if the conversion by adding bulk

1 Portland Yerchants Exchange bulletin, July 1929.
U. S. D. A. Misc. Circ. No. 56, Page 1.

2 Supposition not supported by facts in Chapter 11.
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handling facilities would prove entirely satisfactory.

Moreover, it is claimed, a change in handling would mater-

ially increase the insurance rates. It must also be

taken into consideration that the success of the elevator

movement means the necessity of building farm granaries,

for the farmer of several thousand bushels cannot afford

to hold up his entire harvesting machinery while `grain

is being hauled to the country elevator. Finally, the

habits and customs of generations in regard to sack hand-

ling cannot be overcome at ,nce, and a gradual education-

al movement must precede a change.

It is interesting to note some of the difficulties

encountered when a few farmers began advocating the use of

elevators. The sack and twine men were not willing to

give up their lucrative business without a struggle and

launched a campaign against bulk handling. In some cases

the railroads opposed the elevator plan and it is said

that the rental charge for sacks was made to vary inverse-

ly with the strength of the demand for elevators.' Then,

too, the facilities at the ter-inal for handling bulk

grain were practically nil at this time.

Bulk Handling

No serious incentive to change the old method of

handling grain was felt, however, until after the

Page 796, Volume 24, Journal Pol. 1c.
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beginning of the World War. After the war the price of

sacks and twine went up very materially. The fact that

much grain was shipped East for European trade also favor-

ed bulk handling. Sacking was no longer necessary in ex-

port trade for the opening of the Panama Canal made sailing

vessels available. Besides, it was no 1-nger necessary to

madoe the long trip around Cape Horn. There was also a

groviing feeling in favor of bulk handling at this time

because of its economy as is shown by the fact that the

total cost of handling in sacks was 26t cents per bushel

while the cost of bulk handling. aggregated 211 cents per

bushel. Crediting return of sacks at three cents per

bushel, there was a 21 cent per bushel net saving in favor

of bulk handling.

The grain growers' association in convention at

Spokane, Washington May 6, 1926, declared that bulk band.

ling was cheaper but to be successful the individual

farmer must provide his own storage on the farm.

Terminal elevators did not justify the changing

of systeris, however, until about 1919 and 1920. During

these years, large terminal grain elevators equipped for

receiving, handling, con'l tioninY, and delivering grain

in bulk into railroad cars or into vessels for export

were being erupted at each of the Pacific Coast seaward
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markets and many cargoes of grain were successfully ex-

ported in bulk during the year 1921./ The transition

from sack to bulk handling would reduce handling cost at

the terminal. Practically all the grain is received at

the terminal in sack. Most of the foreign countries are

demanding bulk grain and most of the ships are prepared to

handle only bulk grain. Terminals in general must handle

bulk grain in order to condition it. Thus sack handling

has necessitated an additional handling charge to prepare

grain for shipment.
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CHAPTER III

CO ODITIES STORED

The warehouses of Oregon stored a large number of

different farm products in 1928. Wheat heads the list

with fifty reporting wheat storage while only three re-

ported feed and hops storage. The list of commodities

stored included wheat, oats, barley, rye, feed, so e4,

potatoes, hay, wool, straw, hops, clover and vetoh, Only

two houses reported that they did no commercial storing.

46.3% of the warehouses stored but one commodity. Only

14.8% stored more than two. One stored 8 different pro.

ducts last year. Three reported that they stored any-

thing not requiring refrigeration. Grain and wool were

the products most commonly stored in the same warehouse.

All of the cooperatives stored grain while only two

stored any additional commodity. Wool and hay ranked

second to wheat in the number of warehouses in which they

appeared.. The reports indicated that warehousemen in

general were prepared and willing to store whatever com-

modities were produced in their locality or presented for

storage.
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TABLE I

No. Of Commodities Stored a No. of Warehouses
a4Elnk Each CommOditz

:Pots.:
o :Grain:toes :Feed:Ho

: x
2 : x

--TT x : :

4 : x

Wool: Ha Seed: Straw: Total
: s ---1-3

x: : s : 2
: x : : :

x : : 2

14 : x

x :

17
18

:

:

x

20 :

z
x

22 x
x

24
25
2

28

30

32"

2

: X : : x: x: X
: o co ereial storing:

A 0.0.1.0.0.0101/Oramo
: :

: : 0* : :
: : :

: x : : x : :

: 1

. 4
2
1

8

:
---i-------r-

: 2

1

2

34 : x
x

36 x

:
1 I 1

a z : : ---1
: : : 1

:
38
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TABLi I - Continued

No. of Commodities Stored and No. of Warehouses,
toring717Erpommdarty

* :Pots -:
So.:Grain:toe* : Feedalops:Wo2111171291eILIUmmL24p1_

40: x x : 2

Numbers have no relation to state or federal warehouse
numbers.
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TABLE It

Comparison Between the Number of Cooperative
and Other WarehouSeirrt7Tgraih tommodity

II

Commodity Stored: Number of Each Type Storins_

Grain

Potatoes

Feed

Hops

Wool

Hay

Seed

Straw

: Total : Coo erative : Others

$

II

II

49

6

2

2

10

10

5

3

10

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

II

II

39

6

2

2

9

10

4

3
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CHAPTER IV

BUYING AND SELLING PRACTICES

When grain is presented to the warehouseman, he

may act as a handling medium for the farmer and ship it

out immediately, he may buy the grain and ship immediate-

ly, he may store it hoping for a more favorable future

market, or he may store the grain for the farmer for a

varying period depending again on market conditions.

Some warehouses do not purchase grain while others with

limited space do not store.

Eighty-seven per cent of the warehouses answering

the questionnaire reported that they purchased grain. Of

this number, 49% were in the Willamette Valley, 47% were

in Eastern Oregon and 4% were in Southern Oregon. Thir-

teen per cent of the houses did not purchase. Of this

group, 57% were in Eastern Oregon, 43% in the Willamette

Valley and none in Southern Oregon. Nineteen per cent

of those purchasing were cooperatives and 81% others.

Ninety per cent of the cooperatives purchased grain, while

10% stored only. Eighty-six per cent of the other ware.,

houses purchased and 14% stored only.

Grain is purchased in four different ways: (1)

By a flat rate, (2) by grade, (3) by grade subject to

dockage and, (4) by grade after cleaning. In other words,
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grain is purchased "as is" or by grade. If purchased "as

is" the buyer takes all the grain at a fixed price. To do

this, some knowledge must be had of the quality of the

farmers' grain or a sufficiently larger margin of profit

must be demanded as protection against loss in the event

of inferior quality grain. Under this system of equal

price, it is evident that the producer of high quality

grain generally receives less than it is worth and the

incentive to raise a superior product has been removed.

Strict adherence to grade purchasing would tend to force

growers to raise the standard of their product. When

grain is purchased by grade, the price is established for

grain of a certain quality. This quality is determined

by the U. S. Grain Standards Act. If the grain delivered

is of lower grade, which indicates inferior quality, a

definite amount is deducted from this grade price. Ex.

oesaive moisture, damaged or spoiled grain, also affect

the grade. In obtaining the grade, the warehouseman may

sample each load or each sack or in cases in which it is

not possible to take the time to grade each unit, a

handful of grain is taken from each load and a sample

from each or an occasional sack and the composite is

graded. The grain sample is taken from the stream of

the load or center of sack as the top of a load or sack
contains lighter dockage.
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TOLL III

Frac t 1 as
stern:

Purchas lug s
grata

Not Pur.
*has inggrin

tso
s thorn sal s ra. Otherssties

47 s 22: 23 It 2

S

7 : 4: 3 : 0

S

it 47 s

: 7 :
S

9 : 30
s

6
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The necessity of grain grading has been recognized

by both state and federal goiernments. The U. S. Grain

Standards Act of 1916 and the Oreg-n Grain, Bay, Onion and

Potato Standards Act of 1928, which is an adoption by the

state of the federal standards, specifically states the

requirements of grain for each grade.

Dealing by grade has many advantages. Chief among

these are: 1. Freight charges are saved by not shipping

the cull products. 2. Cull products can generally be

utilized at shipping point for feed, whereas if shipped

they would be wasted. 3. Graded grains outsell ungraded

grains and command a premium on the market. 4. Grade

purchasing would induce farmers to improve the quality of

their product. 5. Grading provides for more orderly

marketing. 6. Grading serves as a basis for price quote

ing and, 7. finally, grading serves as a basis for agree-

ment between the buyer and the seller.

The Government operates numerous grading schools at

regular intervals making it possible for any warehouseman

to fit himself to accurately determine the grade of pro-

ducts presented. Further particulars concerning these

schools may be obtained from the Bureau of Agricultural

Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,

D. C. Oregon State College also offers courses in
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grading.

In purchasing by grade sullect to dockage the quan-

tity of the easily removed foreign matter in the sample

is determined by the u:'e of screens. The price is set on

the basis of the weight and grade of clean grain. This

method, which is the one required in the U. S. Grain Stan-

dards Act, is preferred to straight grade buying because

the amount of dockage is accurately determined. A few

warehouses in Oregon are equipped with machinery for

separating this dockage from the grain before weighing.

The screenings are disposed of in numerous waye1 being

generally, however, returned to the farmer and the price

paid for the grain based on the weight and grade of the

cleaned grain.

See Chapter VI, page 37
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Thirty-two per cent of the Willamette Valley WA1104t

houses purchased grain "as is", forty-five per cent pur-

chased by grade, and twenty-three per cent purchased "as

is" and by grade. Fifty per cent of the southern ware-

houses purchased grain "s is" and fifty per cent by

grade while none used both methods. Fourteen per cent of

the eastern Oregon houses purchased "as is", forty-five

per cent purchased by grade and forty-one per cent pur-

chased both ways.

Twenty-four per cent of all warehouses purchased

"as is" only, forty-six per cent purchased by grade only,

and thirty per cent purchased both "as is" and by grade..

Eleven per cent of the houses in the Willamette Valley

sold "as is", fifty-six per cent sold by grade, and thirty-

three per cent sold "as is" and by grade. All of the

southern Oregon houses sold "as is", seventeen per cent

of the eastern Oregon warehouses sold "as is", fifty-six

per cent sold by grade and twenty-seven per cent sold both

ways. Of all houses, eighteen per cent sold "as is",

fifty-three per cent sold by grade and twenty-nine per

cent sold both ways. There are nine possible combinations

of buying and selling methods.

1. Buy and sell "as is".

2. Buy and sell by grade.
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3. Buy by grade and sell "as is".

4. Buy "as is" and sell by grade.

5. Buy both ways and sell both ways.

6. Buy by grade and sell both ways.

7. Buy "as is" and sell both ways.

8. Buy both ways and sell by grade.

9. Buy both ways and sell "as is".

All of these nine possible ways of buying and

selling grain were used at least by one warehouse in

Oregon. Eastern Oregon concerns used four different meth.

ode, buying and selling by grade being most popular and

buying both ways and selling both ways ranking next. No

houses of Eastern Oregon used the third, fourth, sixth,

seventh, or ninth method. The Willamette Valley ware-

houses used seven different methods. Buying and selling

by grade was again the mot popular and buying both ways

and selling both ways ranked next. The Southern Oregon

houses used two methods, one buying and selling "as is"

and the other buying by grade and selling "as is".

The cooperatives used only two methods, buying and

selling both ways and buying and selling by grade, the

former being the mot popular. Other types used all nine

methods but here buying and selling by grade was more

prevalent with buying and 'elling both ways ranking next.

Methods three, four, six and seven were the least used
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TABLE V

Comparison Between Section and Type of
Variations In "Purchasing and S-irrina MetEods

Method : Section : Type
:Total:tas-:Tills-:Sou- :Total: Coop. :Others

:tern:matte sthern:

Buy and sell :
"as is" .

:

Buy and sell :

by grade :

:

Buy grade, :

sell "as is":
:

Buy "as is" :

sell grade .

:

Buy both ways:
sell same :

:

Buy grade :

sell both ways:
:

Buy "as is" :

sell both mays :
:

Buy both ways:
sell grade :

.

Buy both ways:
sell "as is":

:

.

6

19

1

1

15

1

1

2

0

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

s

.

:

.

:

.

.

.

:

2

2 :

.

.

.

.

10 :
.
.

: .

0 :
:

:

0 :

:

9 :

:

.

0:
.
.

:

0:
:

.

1 :

.

:

0 :

:

3

9

0

0

6

1

1

1

0

2

2

:

:

:
.
.

.

:

: .

.

:

.

.

:

.

:

: .

:

.

: .

:

.
.

.

.

:

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

:

s

:

.

: .

:

:

:

:

.

6

19

1

1

15

1

1

2

0

:

i

:

:

:

: .

:

.

.

:

: .

:

:

:

.

.

: .

.

:

.
.

:

:

:

.

:

:

:

:

.

.

0

3

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

.

.

.'

:

.

.

.

.

:

:
.
.

:

:

:

:

1.

:

: .

:

:

.

.

.

:

:

:

:

:

6

16

1

1

9

1

1

2

0

amumgmaimpluft
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by both sections and types. Southern Oregon houses sold

one hundred per cent "as is

The most popular method both of buying and of sel-

ling was by grade, This method led in all sections and

in all types of warehouses, indicating that the producers

and warehousemen of Oregon realize the advantages accruing

from dealing in grades.

Competition often prevents accurate grading. Far-

mers naturally would prefer selling their grain where they

could get the highest grading. The significance of sell-

ing by grade in relation to blending out to grade will be

dealt with in Chapter Six under the subject of blending

grain out to grade.
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ORAPTER V.

MEM STO

Oregon faces a grain handling situation which has

no parallel in any state outside of the Pacific Coast

section. Due to the fact that sack handling of grain al-

though on the decline is still widely practiced, Oregon

warehouses must In nsny localities be prepared to store

bath in sack and bulk. This was the case with fifty-

three percent of the houses. Fifty-one per cent of these

were In the Willamette Valley and forty-nine per cent in

Eastern Oregon. No southern Oregon warehouse stored both

sack and bulk grain. Only ten per cent of the concerns

stored in bulk only. Sixty per cent of these were in the

Willamette Valley, twenty per cent in Southern Oregon and

twenty per cent in Eastern Oregon. Thirty-seven per cent

of these were located in the Willamette Valley, five per

cent in Southern Oregon and fifty-eight per cent in has-

tern Oregon.

Thirty-seven per cent of the warehouses of Oregon

are still in sections that handle sack grain, fifty-three

per cent are in the transition stage, handling both sack

and bulk, while only ten per cent have made the change

and store in bulk.
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The reasons for this situation have already been

discussed in Chapter II under the history of warehousing.

The rapidity with which the change from sack to bulk

handling takes place depends upon a number of factors,

chief among which are the cost of sacks and the facili-

ties for handling.

Many changes are necessary before a complete shift

from sack to bulk handling could be accomplished. Suit-

able grain tanks must be provided for combines in rough

country, portable car loaders must be purchased and local

elevators must obtain unloading equipment. Growers must

equip harvesting machinery to handle bulk grain, build

bins or portable elevators on the farm and build coopers.

tive elevators at local points. Trucks must be purchased

and highways must be suitable for grain, which would other

wise be scattered on rough roads. In addition, great ter-

minal elevators must be built and rolling stock and ships

must be equipped to handle bulk grain. The last two

have already been accomplished. Portland and Astoria

both have huge bulk handling terminals besides smaller

bulk elevators and practically all grain is exported in

bulk. The first three will come slowly for the farmer

must be convinced of the saving accruing to bulk handling

and the warehousemen hesitate to sacrifice money invested

in present flats.
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Grain producers of Oregon who are agitating for

legislation which it is hoped would bring higher prices are

overlooking an opportunity to increase profits by changing

handling methods. E. N. Bates, Expert of the Bureau of

Agricultural Economics, states 19ant Pacific Coast farmers

lose $7,500,000 annually by handling grain in sack.
1

As

all grain is exported from Oregon terminals in talk, sack

handling at country points means an additional handling

charge at the terminal.

The economy of bulk handling is due chiefly to the

fact that grain flows readily and that by utilising gray-

ity supplemented by mechanical power, grain may be

handled practically without man power and with much more

rapidity than can possibly be obtained by the sack method.

It is estimated that 2* cents a bushel would be saved by

hauling grain in bulk from a combine.2 The labor cost of

hauling sack grain is six times the cost of hauling bulk

grain. This would make a difference of $1,500,000 in

one year in the cost of handling at the Oregon terminals.
3

Bulk handling also eliminates the cost of bags and

twine which amounts to from 2 to 4 cents a bushel, re-

duces the waste from leaky bags and the loss from stored

1 Page 38, California Culti,atort January 14, 1928.
2 Page 8, U. S. D. A. Bulletin 1290,
11 Page 8, U. S. D. A. Bulletin 1290.
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grain pests for pests cannot enter the tight bins of ele»

vators, makes inspection and grading much easier and faci-

litates conditioning grain which is dirty, damp, and

otherwise in need of treatment, for conditioning of such

grain requires bulking and then resacking. It saves the

value of the screenings which in Oregon are generally not

removed from sack grainl and the freight charge on the

screenings which must be paid if sacked grain is shipped

without cleaning.

Of course, as is the case with all questions, there

is another side to the one of bulk versus sack handling

of grain. Many claim that no saving is made by handling

grain in bulk. The cost of the change is too great for

many farmers and warehousemen and also growers who co not

understand the principle of grain grading and have no

faith in the grading ability of their local warehousemen

are reluctant to store their grain in the same bin with

that of another farmer. They believe their grain to be

superior and prefer the sack method of storing for the

identity of their grain can thus be maintained. It is

also claimed that the sack method is better suited for

Oregon because sack grain commands a higher price in

eastern mills. Finally, it is claimed that insurance

Table VIII. Page 41
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TABLE VI.

COMPARISON BETWEIS METHODS OF STORING GRAIN
IN EASTERN OREGON, SOUTHERN OREGON AND THE

WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Method of Storing: Section
a :Total V.: South. astern

Bulk only

Sack only

Sack and Bulk

Lot only

Grade only

Lot and Grade

:10:

:37:
a a

:53:

:44:

:20:
. .

:36:

8

19

27

22

10

18

:

3

7

14

8

8

"7

:

a

z

.

.

.

.

.

t

a

:

1

1

0

1

1

0

a

a

:

:

a

.

:

1

11

13

15

3.

11
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rates are lower on sacked grain.

The entire United States with the exception of the

Pacific coast states handles grain in bulk. The other

grain producing countries of the world, many of which face

conditions analogous to those in the United States, handle

grain in bulk and it is but reasonable to suppose that

within a decade or two the transition from sack to bulk

handling in Oregon will be completed.

As previously stated one of the objections which

growers have to bulk handling is that of storing in bins

because the identity of their grain is lost. If grading

is accurate, however, the farmer has no cause for com-

plaint. When grain is stored in sack the practice is

generally to mark each sack and store each farmer's lot

separately. This is, of course, impossible in bulk hand-

ling for too many bins would be required.

Sack storing also fits in with the peculiarities

of Oregon grain for a large number of varieties are grown.

Soil conditions vary considerably within confined areas,

due to abrupt changes in topography. This often makes

lot storing necessary. Smut also exists in much of the

grain and farmers object to storing clean grain with

smutty grain.

Forty-four per cent of all the houses reported
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storing by lot only, twenty per cent reported storing by

grade only and thirty-six per cent reported storing by

both lot and grade. Of the forty-four per cent storing

by lot, sixty per cent were in Eastern Oregon, 4 per cent

in Southern Oregon and thirty-six per cent in the Willa-

mette Valley. Of the twenty per cent storing by grade

eighty per cent were in the Willamette Valley, ten per

cent in Southern Oregon and ten per oent in Eastern

Oregon. Of the thirty-six per cent storing by lot and

grade, thirty-nine per cent were from the Willamette Val-

ley, none from Scuthern Oregon and sixty-one per cent

from Eastern Oregon.
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CHAPTUR VI.

CONDITIONING GRAIN

As stated in the introduction, warehousing in-

volves the three primary functions of buying, storing, and

conditioning grain. The conditioning of grain covers a

variety of operations, most of which have become highly

technical and yet all have the same general nature in

that they aim to increase the marketability of the grain.

Conditioning includes cleaning, cooling, blowing, drying,

scouring, washing, calving, smutting, bleaching, and

blending or mixing.

Cleaning.

Prior to the introduction of federal grades and

their acceptance by Oregon, there was little inducement

for cleaning grain for the reason that dockage did not af-

feet the grade as it does under the federal system. The

farmer was subject to blind "dockage" or a rough estimate

of the foreign material and usually received the worst of

the deal. Today the Grain Standards Act sharply defines

dockage and the rules which govern its determination.

Dockage under the State Act includes sand, dirt,

weed seeds, weed stems, chaff, straw, grain other than

that being cleaned and any other foreign material which

can be removed readily from the grain. Undeveloped or



TABLE VII

COMPAEISON BETWEEN THE AMOUNT OF CLEANING DONE
BY WAREHOUSES HANDLING GRAIN IN BULK, IN SACK,

AND IN BOTH SACK AND BULK

Method of Handling : Total : Number Cleaninik :
t

Sack : 19 : 4 :

s : :

Bulk 5 1 5 : .

: 2 t

Sack and bulk : 27 : 20 :

: : :

5

21

100

74
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shrivelled kernels are also removed. If dockage is re-

moved at the country elevator it can be ground into feed

returned to the farmer. This has three advantages--(1)

The cost of handling the dockage is eliminated early in

the marketing process. (2) The farmer gets his feed at

minimum cost. (3) The country elevator is given a good

side line. In addition to this the removal of dockage re-

duces the dangers of dust explosion, produces cleaner

wheat because of cleaner seed, and finally produces a

better grade of flour.

Dockage may be divided into foul and smut. The

former is comprised of weeds, small grain, other seeds,

sand, dirt, chaff, etc. Smut dockage is caused by a fun

gous growth which infests the grain. Two kinds of smut

attack eheatstinking smut or bunt (Tilletia tritici) and

loose smut. The former is very prevalent in Oregon. Es-

timates based on Oregon State Grain Inspection Department

figures show that the assessed smut dockage in wheat coming

into Portland, Oregon during 1924 amounted to 237,107 bush-

els of 80 pounds each. Figured at the farm price for

wheat of 751 per bushel, this meant a loss of $177,800.1

Nor does this represent the total loss to the farmer re-

sulting from smut. There are freight charges, insurance,

1 Oregon State Grain Inspection Department.
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interest, storage, handling, increased cost of threshing,

smutting discount charged for cleaning, and the enormous

loss due to reduction in yield per acf.e. It is esti7-ated

that this last item amounted to t1,778,000.
1

Smut die-

counts amounted to approximately $372,000. The total loss

due to smut reached the enormous figure of $2,327,000 or

6.32 cents per bushel.

In cases in which smutty grain is prevalent wash-

ing with pure water is the common practice. The grain is

then returned to the bin and allowed to dry as artificial

driers are almost unknown in Oregon.2 The kernels absorb

little moisture, perhaps not more than 1 or 2 per cent.

Scouring or clipping may also he resorted to to clean off

sprouts, beards, etc. from wheat and oats and for increas-

ing the test weight per bushel.

Hone of the southern houses and only nine per cent

of the Willamette Valley and eleven per cent of Eastern

Oregon houses had scouring or washing equipment.

Bleaching by the use of sulphur is sometimes prac-

ticed to bring damaged grain back to its natural color and

to remove foreign odors.

The law requires that bleached grain be so marked.

Sack handling complicates the problem of cleaning

1 U. S. D. A. Circular No. 56.
2 See Table VIII.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MAIN CONDITIONING PRACTICES
OF THE DIFFEREliT SECTIONS OF OREGON

.

Section :To
0

1:Cleaning:Clean-:10tal
cour-:

: in :Scour-:Tota :Drying:Not drying
.
. in :

Willamette

Southern

Eastern

:

.

:

.

t

.

.

.

25

2

23

.
.

.

.

.

:

:

.

.

.

:

18

10

7

1

13

26 :

2:

50 21 54 :

n

2

0 :

24

2

23

25 :

2:

26:

0

0

.

.

t

.

:

24

2

28

49 53: 1 : 52
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for the grain cannot be economically bulked and resacked.

The cost of cleaning sack grain averages nine cents a

bushel more than the cost of cleaning bulk grain.
Important considerations in cleaning grain are the

distance from the market, value of screeninp,s, effect of

foreign material on vrice, kind of foreign material, and

kind of cleaning facilities available. An elevator or

flat located a greater distance from the market can afford

to do more cleaning than one close to the market. More

cleaning will be done also if the screenings are of the

kind that make desirable feed or if the warehouse is locat-

ed in a district where stock is raised-or where horses are

largely used for farm power. Some warehouses, due to ex-

cessive competition do not dock correctly so that often

very little variation exists between the price of cleaned

and uncleared wheat. The amount of cleaning done depends

greatly upon the method of handling. Qne hundred per

cent of the warehouses that handled grain in bulk cleaned

the grain Whereas only twenty-one per cent of those who

handled in both sack and bulk cleaned grain, but it is

significant that in practically all those cases the survey

showed that only the bulk grain was cleaned.

In 1920 the Federal Trade Commission found that

out of a total of 2715 country elevators located in the
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spring wheat area, thirty-nine per cent were equipped for

cleaning wheat.1 Seventy per cent of the farmers' eleva-

tors of Minnesota clean grain.
2

Seventy-five per cent of the warehouses in the

Willamette Valley, fifty per cent of those in Southern

Oregon and forty-three per cent of those in Eastern Ore

gon, or an average of fifty-eight per cent, cleaned their

train. Eighty-eight per cent of the houses returned the

screenings to the farmers, nine per cent retained them and

three per cent returned the screenings to the grower if

the latter paid for the cleaning.

Cooling, Blowing and Running to Condition.

Thee terms relate to a somewhat identical service

that is resorted to in order to prevent deterioration

through the heating and fermenting of grain. Grain may be

cooled by conveying it out of the bin or warehouse and pas-

sing it through a cooler, an equipment of fans which blow

cool air through the grain as it passes in a thin stream.

At times, it is only necessary to turn the grain over by

running it from one bin to another. The process is more

complicated if the grain is in sack but it is not so likely

Vol. 1, page 161, Report of Federal Trade Comnission on
Grain Trade.

2 University of Minnesota Bulletin No, 224
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to heat. Some elevators have thermometer systems for

registering the temperature of all the bins.

The problem of the drying of grain has become in-

creasingly important since the introduction of. the cm.

bined harvester thresher into humid regions. Harvesting

grain before it is thoroughly ripe, rain during the har-

vest season, uneven ripening of the grain, damp wees or

a combination of these factors are responsible for a

moisture content which is frequently too high for string

without danger of spoiling.

Drying involves special machinery and is a highly

technical operation. Moisture content is now a factor

in the determination of the grade. By the use of drying

machinery the grain can be conditioned to precisely the

moisture content desired.

Driers are of many patterns but the principle is

the same. Heated air is forced through a body of moving

grain.

After drying with warm air, the grain must be

thoroughly cooled before returning to the bins. Driers are

also used to c,ndition sweating grain, to sweeten musty

grain, to clean and brighten dull or dusty grain. Mold
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may be dried and blown off the kernels and odors dis-

pelled.

Driers are used to kill weevil in wheat and some-

times to condition "salvage grain" which has been raised

from river bottoms or harbors.

Grain driers are almost a necessity in sections

that often must harvest during rainy weather or that still

use the binder and handle shock wheat or use the header

and stack the headed grain sometimes until January. They

are not so important in Oregon, however, for the grain is

usually very dry when presented for sale or storage.

Grain containing thirteen per cent of moisture is usually

considered commercially dry grain and old grain under

favorable conditions will frequently contain as little as

eight or nine per cent moisture.

Grain containing over thirteen per cent requires

more care to keep it in sound condition than grain that

has less than that amount. The higher the moisture con-

tent the greater the danger of sweating. Nearly all the

wheat is eventually used for flour and hot wheat cannot be

successfully converted into high grade flour. It has

been found that grain can stand a heat of 140° F. in dry-

ing without injuring the flour,'

1 U. S. D. A. Bulletin 1260, page 46.
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TABLE IX

HOUSES SELLING BY GRADE BUT NOT BLENDI BG OUT TO GRADE

Houses : Tots.
:Blending

elling by grade:out to Grade:

Cooperative : 10 9 1 : 10

Other :

t

35 30 5 14.3

Willamette 22 : 19 3 13.6

Eastern : 23 20 3 13.4

Southern 0 : 0 0 : 0
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Corral, Federal Grain Supervisor has develop-

ed an apparatus which quickly and accurately determines

the true moisture content of any kind of grain.

Complete instruction on the method may be obtained

from General Field Headquarters, 327 S. LaSalle Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Mending and 3 kam

Mixing may be defined as the practice of blending

grain of lower grade with grain of higher grade in such

proportion as to make the mixture meet the higher grade

requirement. For example, a car of good No. II may be

mixed with a car of very fancy No. I and thus produce two

oars of ordinary No. I.

There are four chief reasons for mixing.

1. Different grades are mixed in railroad and

other transfer elevators with a view to releasing bin

space for additional storage.

2. Grades are mixed to secure the screenings which

have a merchantable value.

3. Grain is mixed to improve the quality. Ele-

vators often receive grain that is fit only for poultry

feed and mix this with enough good grain to make it mer-

chantable. Much low grade grain finds a market today-
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TABLE X

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE BLENDING OUT TO GRADE
PRACTICES OF THE DIFFERENT SECTIONS AND

TYPES OF OREGON HOUSES

Practice Section
a

:tern:thern:m

Blending out:
to grade :

:

:

Not blending:
out to :

grade

:

6:
.

0$

:

48 ;

3:
:

-
.

:

23 :

0:
:

..

:

2:

3

23

:

:

:

:

6

48

:

:

.

.

: 9 39

t
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solely from the fact that it may be combined with high

grade grain. This type of mixing not only provides a

market for the poor grain but it creates a highly com)eti-

tine demand for the higher grades. A. premium is command-

ed by such grain which must be had by the mixer to raise

the grade of inferior grain.

4. Grain is mixed to take advantage of the lati..

tulle within the requirements of each standardized grade

by mixing large quantities of grain so that the whole

will pass inspection. This is termed "skinning" the

grade and has caused much criticism to be directed against

all mixing. High and low protein grain may be mixed to

raise the grade and occasionally damp Wheat is blended

with dry wheat to equalize the moisture content, raise

the value of the former, and prevent heating.

Mixing as a practical elevator operation may be

performed within the elevator or it may be combined with

the operation of "loading out" the grain. When mixing

or blending is done within the elevator different grades

are run together in the mixer equipment, the flow of each

grade being so regulated that the desired proportions are

obtained. The necessity of obtaining an even mixture lies

principally in two facts. In the first place, if the
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mixing is not thoroughly done the samplers may strike a

"spot" of the poorer grain with the result that the en-

tire car will be graded on the basis of the low grade.

In the second place, should the samplers probe only the

good spots in the car and the grade be s',Iven on the basis

of this sample, the purchaser might possibly refuse to

accept the ear when the spots of low grade were discovered

and the charge of "setting up" or "plugging" might be

lodged against the shipper.

One-seventh of the country elevators in the North.

west district mixed grain for profit.1 Many elevators

claimed that mixing was their only source of profit.

Mixing may also be done unintentionally as the re.

suit of (1) an error of the operator in the elevator,

(2) leaks in bins which cause a small amount of mixing,

(3) the placing of grain in a bin containing grain of

another variety or grade due to lack of bins and (4) the

addition of a quantity of grain to make up the minimum

capacity of a car. Twenty-five per cent of the elevators

of the spring wheat area admitted that they had made the

mistake of binning grain wrong when unloading into the

pit.2 The danger is not so great in Oregon where so much

of the grain is still separated in sacks. The second

igmnlnidlreol. I, Neport of Alta. Trade Commission on the
lt9, Vol. I, Ibid.
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form of mixing leakage seldom occurs except in old weak

bins or in cases of unequal filling of bins with an un-

equal pressure. Mixing through lack of sufficient bins

frequently occurs and is increased by car shortages, the

varieties of crops grown and by the number of different

grades. Sometimes the warehousemen will add a quantity

of grain to a car in order to bring it up to minimum

capacity of the car on which he pays freight. This will,

however, only be done in case the saving in freight will

more than compensate for the lower price of mixed grain

and the expense of mixing.

Only ten per cent of the cooperative houses and

fourteen and three-tenths per cent of all others that sold

grain by grade blended out to grade. Only 13.6 per cent

of Willamette Valley houses and 13.4 per cent of all

houses that sold by grade blended out to grade. According

to the survey by the Federal Trade Commission the average

profit from blending out to grade was two cents per

bushel.'

Not only does blending raise the grade and bring

additional profit to the warehouseman, but it boosts the

prices of the lower grades by enlarging the market. There

Page 159, Vol. III, Rer)ort of Fed. Trade Commission on
Grain Trade. Terminal Grain Marketing.
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is no question but that this survey including 54 houses,

39 of which sell by grade and only six of which blend out

to grade, shows that the warehousemen of Oregon are over-

1,7.01ring a considerable source of profit by failing to

blend.
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CHAPTER VII

WAREHOUSE CHARGES

Neither the U. S. Warehouse Act or the State Market

Act specify any definite charge for warehouse services.

The U. S. Warehouse Act states that a licensed ware

houseman shall not make any unreasonable or exorbitant

charge.1 Chapter 333, Section 10 of the State Act re-

quires that warehouse charges be just, fair and reasonable.

As a result of the leeway thus granted a striking lack of

uniformity exists in Oregon warehouse charges both as to

the charge, the length of storage permitted under the or/

ginal charge and the subsequent charge per month. There

are as many as 27 different ways of charging with no more

than six warehouses using any particular plan. Nineteen

warehouses have nineteen different plans and only eight

different systems have more than two warehouses using them.

Four warehouses have a straight monthly charge.

The other forty-four have an initial charge which covers

storage from one month to the entire season or year and

in the former case a subsequent monthly charge. This sub..

sequent charge varies from l0 a ton to 30¢ a ton. The

original charge varies from 505/ to !`3.00 a VII,. In two

oases the storage price was refunded if the warehouse

Section 5, Regulation 5, U. S. Warehouse Act.
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later purchased the grain. Most of the warehouses sig-

nified their willingness to store for any desired period.

The legal storage charges are designed to cover

the cost to the warehouse of storing grain for farmers.

Such costs include in general, cost of receiving grain,

use of bin space, insurance (sometimes) taxes, cost of

shipping grain out and losses due to shrinkage and other

causes.

Minnesota warehouses charge i cent rer bushel for

the first fifteen days or any part thereof and 1/3 cent

per bushel per day for the remainder of the storage

period? North Dakota allows free storage for twenty

days and i cent a bushel for each fifteen days, but not to

exceed 5 cents per bushel for the first six months. 2 Mon-

tans allows fifteen days free storage and 1/3 cent per

bushel per day thereafter.
3

It may therefore be seen that

charges not only vary considerably between sections of

the state, but also between different states.

Cleaning Charges

There is an equally striking lack of uniformity in

cleaning charges which range from free cleaning to zt3.00

U S. D. A. Preliminary leport, Part IIS, page 3, Storage
operations of Farmers' Llevators.

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid,
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TALE XI

TABLE SHOWING THE LACE OF UNIFORMITY IN
STORAGE CHARGES AND STORAGE PERIOD

* :Charge periStorage Period:Subsequent:No. of Ware.
Ton s s Char e: houses

1 .10
t

Month 3
2 .25 Month 1
3 .50 Jan. 1 10 1
4 II .75 4 months 15 1
5 : 1.00 Sept. 1 10 1
6 : 1.00 30 days 10 1
7 1.00 60 days 1
8 : 1.00 Oct. 1 1
9 1,00 Jan. 1 3

10 : 1.00 Jan. 1 10 3
11 : 1.00 60 days 15 3.
12 1.00 July 1 1
13 : 1.15 90 days 15 2
14 1.25 30 days 10 3
15 1.2e 30 days 3.

16 : 1.25 II Dec. 31 15 1
17 1.25 Jan. 1 1
18 1.25 Jan. 1 10 3
19 : 1.25 Jan. 1 15 3
20 : 1.25 30 days 30 1
21 1.35 Jan. 1 15 1

22 1.50 Jan. 1 15 4
23 1,50 Jan. 1 1
24 1.50 June 1
25 II 1,50 II 12 months 1
26
27

2.00
2.00

1 month
6 months

25
1

S

Numbers have no relation to state license numbers.
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a ton, with 33 warehouses having eleven,different cleaning

rates.

The average charge by cooperatives was $1.05; by

others $1.31 and by all $1.25 per ton.

In addition to storage and cleaning charges a

number of warehouses have miscellaneous charges. These in-

clude resacking, handling. grain when it moves directly from

the thresher through the warehouse to the car, weighing

grain which is not stored, cleaning seed and clipping and

rolling,
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TABLE XII

MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES AND SERVICES OF OREGON
WAREHOUSES

Service :Charge Per Ton No. of Warehouse

Resacking Not stated 1

Weighing .10 1

Weighing .18
2

Weighing .25 1

Handling 3 1,25 3

Chopping and Rolling: 2.00 1

Seed cleaning 2.00 1
2

r1r.



TABLE XIII

COMPARISON BETWEEN CLEANING CHARGES
OF COOPERATIVE AND OTW6R OREGON WM..

HOUSES

Charge Per Ton : Total Cooperative
S

: Others

No charge 8 : 2 6

.35 3 1 : 1 0

1.00 6 0 6

1.25 1 0 1

1.35 1 0 1

1.50 4 I 2 2

1.75 1 : 0 1

2.00 6 : 2 8 4

2.25 1 : 0 1
S

2.50 3 : 0 3

3.00 1 : 0 1
2

S

Average for
all 1.25 :

Coops. 1.05

Others 1.31 :

58.
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CHAPTER VIII

WAREHOUSE INSURANCE

Before the Christian Era, seamen looking for means

to reduce their risk laid the foundation for the great

system of insurance of today. Marine insurance originat-

ed in Italy in the 13th century. Mutual insurance also
1

dates back to the Middle Ages. Fire insurance originat-

ed as a result of the great London fire of 1666. Stock

company insurance began in 1720 When the Royal Exchange

and London insurance companies were granted charters. To

Philadelphia and Franklin, 1752, go the credit of inaugur-

ating fire insurance in the United States. Mutual insure

ance in the United States dates back to 1781 and stock

fire insurance to 1794. Although the Supreme Court in the

case of Paul vs. Virginia decided that insurance was not

business in the sense that Congress has the right to regu-

late its interstate relations, yet it is commonly referred

to as a business and is conducted by tour classes of

organisation: 1. Joint stock companies. 2. Mutual corn-

panics. 3. Reciprocal underwriters. 4. Lloyds or

individual insurers.

The joint stock company has a capital subscribed by

its stockholders who are the owners of the corporation and

lnInsurance against Marketing Loss"--J. J. Fitzgerald.
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TABLE XIV-.Continued

Ware.:
house:Line :mutual:Line

:Only : Only :Mutual:

Type of Insurance Type of Coverage

28 : x
29 : x :

30 :

31 :

32 t :

33 : s x :

34 : x
35 t s x
36 :

37 :

38 : x
39 t s x

40
41 : x
42 : x t 061066110.6

X

one . c, r , ore . are ouae
:house: grain: and
: only: only: Contents

43 :

44 t

45 :

46 : x
47
48 : x

X
a

: x t
: x

t
X
X

:
:

X :

*NMI

6

X
X

:
:

X :

t X :

49
50
51

:

t

:

x
x
x

:
a

52
53
54

:

:

a

x
x
x

0 :
:

x:

X :
Xx:

.111001.0

Total: 34 : 11 : 3 : : 27 : 4 : 17

*Numbers have no relation to state license numbers.
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who receive in dividends any profits that are made. Mut-

ual companies operate on the cooperative plan without

capital stock and any savings that may accrue from the

operations of the business go to its members. The other

two forms have no significance in Oregon warehouse insur-

ance.

Warehouses insure against loss from fire, light-
.

ning, cyclones and tornadoes and accidents to employees.

Occasionally the additional insurance against dust explo-

sion is taken out. The policy generally expresses it as

a risk caused by explosion resulting from the hazards in-

cident to the business, it being specifically stated that

the term explosion does not refer to rupture of steam

boilers, fly wheels, etc.

Oregon warehouses rarely insure against wind, al-

though there has been corns loss from cyclones and torna-

does.

Insurance companies rerort that a remarkably close

correlation exists between the supply of warehouses and

the number of fires. One state noted for its over supply

of elevators had forty-two fires in one year, while in a

neighboring state in which the supply was better propor-

tioned to the demand for elevator service, but two houses

were lost by fire during the same period,
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TABLE XV

COMPARISON OF TYPES OF INSURANCE AND
COVERAGE CARRIED 13Y COOPERATIVE AND

OTHER WAREHOUSES

e o s ype o nsuranoe a Type o Coverage
oWarehouse:Line:Mutual:tine 6:None:Whsedentents: Whse.k

:Only: Only :Mutual: :onlx : only :Contents

Coopers- a
tine : 6 :

Others s 26 : 10
:

a

VITAL 34 s 11

a 2 .. 1

a a ..
3 a a

2 : 1: 5 : 0 a 4
: a a '.

a a : .

.

.

1 . 3 s 22 : 4 : 13
aa a a

a

4 : 27 17
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Hazards vary widely among warehouses due to differ-

ence in material used in construction, arrangement of ware-

house, type of equipment used, exposure to fire hazards,

location and kind of power used, kind of belt covers, and

length of the engine exhaust pipe. All of these affect

the premium. Many of these items are easily controlled

and the insurance cost frequently can, on that account, be

considerably reduced.

B class warehouses are of brick construction with

wood floors and partitions. Class C buildings are of

cement block and stone tile construction with or without

metal covering. This class includes many of the elevators

covered with corrugated galvanized iron.

Warehouses properly constructed enjoy favorable in-

surance rates. Their contents share this advantage. It

is unfortunate that most of the Oregon warehouses are so

built as to eDnstitute a serious fire risk, and conse-

quently to incur an abnormally high insurance premium.

Steel tanks have been erroneously supposed to furn-

ish fireproof storage for grain for no better reason than

that steel itself will not burn. The fire of January,

1906, in the Elevator of the Dunlop Company of Clarks-

ville, Tennessee proved that steel storage tanks are no

eater than wooden ones. In 1912 the elevator of the
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H. W. Rogers and Brother, of Harvey, Illinois, burned.

The elevator was of wood and the tanks of hollow tile con-

struction. The tanks and their contents were entirely

uninjured. In February, 1906, the wooden grain warehouse

of the Peavy Duluth Terminal was destroyed by fire with a

loss estimated at $1,000,000. Near the elevator were

thirty-fiie circular grain tanks. Both the tanks and

their contents escaped damage. The large number of ele-

vator and flat fires points out the danger of careless

warehouse construction. Hollow tile and concrete have

stood the tests of numerous fires. Steel tanks failed.

It might be of interest and profit to note the dif-

ference in rate between the different class buildings,

between warehouses licensed and those not licensed under

the U. S. Warehouse Act, and between elevators using dif-

ferent types of power. It will be noted that the premium

on both warehouse and contents is much lower if the ware-

house is licensed under the U. S. Warehouse Act. Also

that the rate varies appreciably with the type of power

used. Grain warehouses more than two stories in height

must be specifically rated. The rate cited for grain in
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warehouses both licensed and unlicensed does not apply to

terminals or warehouses less than one hundred feet from

flour mills. This is due of course to the added risk

atten(Amg milling and conditioning operations of mills and

terminals. Insurance companies have in eral refused

to insure warehouses or their contents during the period

in which such houses are being fumigated by carbon bisul-

phide. This will be further discussed under Chapter XI,

"Stored Grain Pests".

The courts have unswervingly held that the ware-

houseman is responsible for stored goods. The storing

transaction is a mutual benefit bailment and the bailee

under the law of bailments is required to exercise ordi-

nary care. In cases in which grain is stored gratis the

transaction becomes a bailment for the sole benefit of the

bailer, and the bailee, the warehouseman, is required to

exercise only slight care and is responsible for only

gross negligence.

Sixty-five per cent of the Oregon warehouses in-

sured in the old line companies alone. Of this number,

eighteen per cent were cooperators and eighty-two per cent

were others. Twenty-one per cent insured with mutual com-

panies only. Ten per cent of these were cooperatives and

ninety per cent others. Six per cent of the houses car-

ried both line and mutual insurance. Sixty-seven per cent



TABLE XVI

TABLE SHOWING SAVING ACCRUING TO A B CLASS
FEDERALLY LICENSED FLAT*

ass C lass D lass
:Li. :Say.:Un. :Li- : :Unli- :Li- :Sav-

aicensedmensed:ing :11. :censed:Sav-mensed:censedi lug
:censed:

: .
.

Flat used exclusively:
for grain storing :

.75 :

:

.67 : .08: .90

..

Grain in such flat : .50 : .45 : .05: .60

:

Elevator using seam :: : : :

power It 1.40 : 1.26 : .14: 1.68

Elevator using other
than steam power : 1,15 : 1.03 : .12: 1.38

.

.

:

.

:

:

:

:

:Jug :
.
.

.

. : .

.81 : .09: 1.00 : .90 : .10

.54 : .06: .75 : .67 : .08

: : .

.

. :

1.51 : .17: 2.25 : 2.02 : .23
0

1.24 : .14: 1.75 : 1.57 : .18

*Figures taken from Oregon Book of Rates and Rules, umber 4. Compiled by Oregon
Insurance Ratery Bureau.
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were cooperative and thirty-three per cent others. Eight

per cent of the houses carried no insurance. Twenty-five

per cent of this group we cooperative and seventy-five

per cent others. With cooperatives, line insurance exceed-

ed mutual insurance in po-oularity in a ratio of 6 to 1 and

with others in a ratio of 3 to 1. Fifty-six per cent of

all houses insured the warehouse only, nine per cent in.

sured the contents only, while thirty-five per cent in-

sured both warehouse and contents. Fifty per cent of all

cooperatives reporting insurance carried protection on the

warehouse alone, none reported insurance on the contents

alone and forty -tour per cent reported insuring both ware.

house and contents. Of all other warehouses reporting

insurance, fifty-six per cent carried protection on the

warehouse alone, ten per cent on the conten*s alone and

thirty-four per cent on both warehouse and contents. This

reveals the interesting fact that'an equal per cent of

the cooperatives and all other warehouses carried insurance

on the building alone. The mall number of houses carry-

ing insurance on contents is due to the fact that generally

the bailor insures his own grain. In the cases in Which

the warehouseman carried both line and mutual insurance,

it was noted that one policy insured the warehouse and the

other the contents. This is merely for the purpose of
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convenience for the value of the building seldom varies

during the year,while the amount of grain stored fluctu-

ates between seasons and even between parts of seasons.

Two types of policy, open and floating, are general-

ly used. it is also possible to secure blanket insurance

policies under which one can eecuve rates based upon the

average amount, of grain in the warehouse from time to time.

Numerous other hazards are connected with the ware-

house bup:!-. Plat common are loss from shrinkage, in-

correct grading, variation in crop, inadequately equipped

buildings, variation in grades, failure to interpret

market information properly, car shortage, financial risks

and failure of buyers and sellers to observe contracts.

These, however, although classified as risks, are general-

ly outside the field of insurance.
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CRAPTE IX

UTILIZATION OF STORAGA CAPACITY

Broadly speaking", says Mr. Julius Barnes, former

Head of the United States Grain Corporation, "the storage

facilities of the country are completely adequate.°-3rain

farming is a seasonal industry. The United States crops

of small grain are harvested for the most part during July

and August. This means that the total crop of about two

and a half billion bushels is ready for market during a

period of two months. Oregon produces on an average of

35,000,000 bushels of this amount.2 Some farms have fact-

lities for farm storage for a short period, but the bulk

. of the small grain moves to market in large volume in the

weeks following harvest. Half of the wheat crop is market-

ed within ninety days. The flow of grain from the farm is

normally first to the country elevators. In many cases,

especially within recent years, when the price was consi-

dered unsatisfactory, the grain moved no farther for a

considerable period, the length depending upon the price

and the holding power of the farmer. Elevators in the

Dakotas and Minnesota grain belt have an average storage

capacity of between twenty-two and twenty -five thousand,3

Warehouses of Oregon ranged in else from those of 17,000

TTalrrealers Bul etin No. d.
3Page 25, Miscellaneous Agricultural Statistics, No. 871.
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bushel capacity to one of 5,000,000 bushel capacity. The

average annual storage ranged from 2,000 bushels to 000,00D

bushel. The average capacity of those answering the ques-

tionnaire was 238,000 bushels. If one huge warehouse were

omitted, the average would fall to 122,000 bushels. Co-

operatives had an average capacity of 625,000 bushels as

compared to a 118,000 bushel average for all other ware

houses. The average annual storage for all warehouses was

114,000 bushels, that of cooperatives 205,000, and that of

all others 93,000.

Cooperatives utilized thirty-five per cent and all

others seventy-nine per cent of their storage capacity.

Twenty-nine and nine - tenths per cent of all warehouses

and twenty-eight and five-tenths per cent of cooperative*

had a higher annual storage than their capacity, indicat-

ing a turnover of grain.

Ten and eight-tenths per cent of all elevators, none

of the cooperatives and sixteen per cent of all other than

cooperative stored amounts just equalling their storage

capacity, while fortyfive a-id nine-tenths per cent of all

warehouses, seventy-one and four-tenths per cent of the

cooperatives did not use all their s'i,orac4e cap city. Of

course, no warehouse can utilize all its space for storage

for room is required for moving grain and for handling



TABLE XVII

CAPACITY AND ANNUAL STORAGE OP OREGON
WAREHOUSES

.
Sorage Capao ty

o. in Bushels :Annual Sto a in Bushels

72.

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15

2

:

t

:

500,000
175 000

S

50,000 :

t 50,000
400 000

:

.

:

90,000
t 150 000

2

2

16
17 2

18

250,000
50,000

50,000
50,000
50 000

25,000
600,000
100 000

25,000
130,000
100000

110,000

500,000

25,000
50,000
10 000

19
20 t

21

60,000
300,000
200 000

100,000

200 000

22
23
24

t 150,000
23,000 2

2

200,000
35,000
50,000

25
26
27

:

:

t

60,000
100 000 000
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TABLE II - Continued

t o age Capa ty
Noes in Bushel

28 :

29 :

30

31 :

32 :

33 t

250,000

17 000

105,000
125 000

50,000
35 s 172,000
36

37
38
39

40
41
42

43
44
45

46
47
48

49
50
51:

52
53
54

u 1 Stara in she1

60,000
2,000
13 000

200,000
35 000 83 000

:

4.0.0.111.111.11111

: 100,000
: 270 000 170 000

: 75,000 75,000
: 80,000 60,000

80,000 27,000

:

t 5,000,000 500,000
: 27 000 67 000

: 67,000 79,000
: 50,000 50,000

90 000 80 000

260,000 100,000
112,000

: 170,000 202,000

60 000 20 000

* Numbers are my own and have no relation to state or
federal numbers.
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grain which is not presented for storage. The law does

not require that the warehouseman accept goods beyond

this limit.

In view of the fact that this survey was made at a

time when most of the grain was being held pending better

prices, with the attending- great demand for storage space

and that no consideration has been given to the fact that

the annual storage may, due to turnover, not always be

indicative of the amount of grain in the warehouse at one

time, it is reasonable to conclude that the capacity of

country elevators in Oregon is sufficient for the present.

Most of the houses are perhaps too large, due to

the fact that they are converted stores, barns, etc. or

because they were built prior to the construction of the

terminals at Portland and Astoria and were required to

handle all the grain at the country points.
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TABLE XVIII

COMPARISON OF THE UTILIZATION OP 1TORAOE

SPACE BY COOPERATIVE AND OTHER WAREHOUSES

Warehouse : Average CapacitytAverage of
: in bushels :Storage ins Util ization

: Bushels

All 238,000 114,000

Cooperative: *625,000 205,000

Other 118.000 93,000 79

One house of 5,000,000 bushel capaotty is responsible
for the abnormal average.



TABLE XIX

WAREROUSBS FAILING TO UTILIZE, EQUALING OR
EXCEEDING THEIR MAXIUUM STORAGE CAPACITY

I ExceededWarehousliLeat21._: Equalled :Did not utilise

All 29.9% 10.6 45.9

Coopers. $

tive 28.5 : .0 71.4

Others 36 16 46

76.
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CHAPTEh X

THE PROBLEM OF W EIGHT VARIATION

The question of the changes that may occur in the

we of grain in storage is an important one. The

grain grower who is met with an unsatisfactory market con-

dition at harvest time must decide whether to hold his

grain expecting a future price which will more than pay

for storage, interest, insurance, and compensate him for

the possible shrinkage during the intervening period, or

to sell the grain directly from the threshing machine.

The warehouseman is also concerned. If there is

any considerable loss in weight during the storage period

his profits are reduced while if there is a gain it is

possible for him to work on a much closer margin.

Shrinkage of grain in storage may be due to:

1. Change in moisture content.

2. The blowing out of small particles of broken

grain, dust, chaff, etc.

3. Hats, mice, birds, and granary insects.

Wheat shrinks comparatively little after the grain

has gone thoroughly through the sweat. When stored in

elevators, it is estimated that shrinkage rune from one

to two r sent in six months, It the air is d there
Univ. of Illinois Bul. No. 185, Feb., 1916
periments in spraying Apple Orchards. J.

eld Ex.
Blair.
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TABLE XX

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE YEARLY AVERAGE WEIGHT VARIATION
OF STORED COMMODITIES IN COOPERATIVE AND

OTHER OREGON WAREHOUSES

:Balanced :

Warehouse :No variation:Variation :Increase a Decrease

.

Cooperative: 4 : 5 . 0 a 0
: .

:.

a a
.

:
. .

.

Others : 9 : 6 . 11 : 2
.
. . a

. . .. a

s . a :

Total a 13 11 11 a 2
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TABLE XXI

COMPARISON BETWEEN VARIATION IN WEIGHT OF STORED
GRAIN IN EASTERN AND SOUTHERN OREGON AND

THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

:Balanced
Location :No variation:Variation

2

2 Increase: Decrease

Willamette :
Valley s

8

Eastern
Oregon

2

2

Southern :

Oregon :

0

4

1

2

2

2

2

:

:

8

10

0

2

:

:
.
.

.

.

:

7

5

0

:

2

2

:

1

1

0

Total 18 12 2



is usually some loss of water in the case of grain of com.e

paratively high moisture content. On the other hand, if

the grain is cold and the air warm and of relative humid.

ity, there may be sufficient condensation of water on the

cold grain to cause an ap:reciable increase in weight.

The variation in weight also depends much on whether grain

is stored in bulk or sack as sack grain absorbs moistare

more readily. There is also a seasonal variation. A

number of the houses reported a gain up to January and a

loss thereafter, while about an equal number reported

losses in the fall but a gain after. the beginning of the

rains.

The condition of the warehouse would be a factor

in the effect of the rainy season upon the moisture content

of stored grain.

The blowing out of portions of the grain is an

insignificant cause of shrinkage. The third cause of loss

will be considered in the chapter on stored grain pests.

Very few of the warehousemen in the state have any

accurate method of determining weight variation or its

causes. U. S. D. A. Circular 02, 1919, and U. S. D. A.

Bulletin #472, 1916, give clear descriptions of methods of

testing the weight and moisture content of grain. U. S.

D. A. Circular #20, 1919, also explains the electrical
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resistance method. The moisture content is obtained by

measuring the resistance offered to the passage of an elec-

tric current through the grain from one metallic rod or

electrode to another. The electrical resistance decreases

rapidly as the moisture content of the grain increases.

Forty-four per cent of the state warehouses re-

ported no noticeable variation in grain weight. Fifty-six

per cent reported a slight variation, it being generally

an increase for the first few months and a decrease there-

after, but stated that the increase and decrease balanced

each other. No cooperative warehouse reported a definite

permanent decrease or increase. Of the warehouses other

than cooperatives, 32 per cent showed no noticeable vari-

ation, 21 per cent indicated that the increase of one

season practically balanced the shrinkage in another.

Forty per cent reported a definite increase while but

seven per cent reported a decrease,

The state was also divided into 'rAst, South and

Willamette Valley. Only one southern warehouse reported

on this question, stating that it had no variation.

Twenty per cent of the Eastern Oregon warehouses

and none of those in the Willamette Valley reported that

there was no weight variation. Fifty per cent of the

Valley and fifty per cent of the Eastern Oregon houses
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TABLE XXII

COMPARISON BETWE;N VARIATION IN WEIGHT
OF ETORE) GRAIN IN EASTIUZN OTIEGON, SOUTHERN

OREGON AND THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Location :No Variation: Variation: Increase : Decrease
Willamette

Valley

Eastern
Oregon

Southern
Oregon

:
:

:

.

0

4

I

8

10

0

7

5

0

1

1

0

Total : 5 18 12 2



reported a balanced variation, the increase in one period.

equalling the decrease in another.

Forty-five per cent of the Valley houses and twenty-

five per cent of the Eastern Oregon houses reported in-

creases in weight. The difference here is rerhaps due to

the climatic difference in the two sections.

Five rer cent of the houses in both Eastern Oregon

and the Willamette Valley reported a decrease in weight.

Twenty-five per cent of those included in the survey

would not hazard a guess as to Whether or nqt they were

losing or gaining by changes in grain weight during the

storage period.

From these figures, it would seem that the average

warehouseman in the state is either breaking even or

gaining from this variation.
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CHAPTER XI.

3T0REn OR AX PESTS

The protection of grain in storage is a serious

problem for the warehouseman for although not the insurer

of the goods, he is nevertheless under the law responsible

for all damage resulting from the exercise of less than

ordinary care.

The U. S. Warehouse Act states that the warehouse

must protect the grain from damage by the weather and

rodents.

It is estimated that in the United States stored

grain pests cause a loss of over $100,000,000 worth of

grain annually.

Every one of the reports indicated that the ware-

hbusemen of Oregon are more or less troubled with stored

grain pests. Rats and mice were most troublesome, 87.3

per cent of the houses reporting loss from rodents. Next

came the granary weevil with 20.4 per cent of the houses

reporting loss. Loss gamed by birds was reported by 12.9

per cent of the houses. The highest loss was l per cent.

This was caused by mioe and occurred in a large Willamette

Valley warehouse storing grain. In no other case in which

the estimated percentage of loss was given did it exceed
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one per cent. A number of houses stated that the loss

about equalled the increase in weight in storage.

Prevention of Rodents and Control Methods

As rats and mice seemed to be the most important

source of trouble, we will discuss them first, As before

stated, many of the warehouses of the state were formerly

old barns or store buildings and offer an ideal shelter

for rodents. The permanent elimination of rate involves

primarily the proper construction, repair and upkeqpof

buildings and premises. hats require both food and she

ter and cannot exist when either of these elements is

lacking. Most modern and many older buildings can be made

rat proof at relatively small cost. The first step is to

search for all openings in the structure where rats might

enter. These openings should be closed with metal sheet-

ing or concrete. Windows and other large openings should

be covered with screening.

Another problem in rodent control is to remove

places where rata make homes and raise families. The most

common shelters are dead spaces between double walls and

beneath floors. Stored produce, lumber piles and accumu-

lations of trash and refuse also provide Shelter and

should be cleaned up, Waste food should also be carefully
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removed for food shortage limits the number of rats that

can live in a given section and in addition, hunger rend-

ers poisoning and trapping more effective. In ppite of

these precautions, some warehouses will be annoyed and

the preventative method must be combined with rat des-

truction.

Numerous methods, materials and contrivances have

been used for rat destruction but few have proved to be

outstanding successes. The most effective method is per-

haps poisoning. The chief objection to this method is

the danger to human beings, domestic animals and poultry

and the possibility that rats may die in inaccessible

places. The first objection may be overcome by the use

of mild poisons and the second by the use of slow acting

poisons. It is almost as important to determine the

right kind of bait as it is to find the right poison.

Barium carbonate, the best rat poison, is a white mineral

salt mildly poisonous, tasteless, odorless, slow in ac-

tion, and inexpensive, all of which make it an ideal

poison. It will, however, kill chickens, dogs, cats, and

larger animals if eaten in sufficient quantities.

The kind of baits found most satisfactory with

barium carbonate are cereals, such as bread, corn meal,

and rolled oats; meats, such as hamburger steak, sausage,
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sardines, or eggs; and fruits and vegetables such as ap.

pies, melons, and tomatoes. Contrary to general opinion,

cheese in general is not effective.

In dry weather, baits moistened to a soft mush are

particularly acceptable to rodents. Bait can be placed

in small paper sacks and scattered where the rats have

been observed.

Another good rat and mouse poison is red squil.

If more highly poisonous substances are required, phos-

phorus, arsenic, strychnine, and thalium are recommended.

Phosphorus, although particularly effective against

rats, is a dangerous poison and also constitutes a sari-

cue fire hazard, Arsenic is usually tasteless and odor-

less and is taken readily when mixed with attractive

baits. Strychnine is extremely poisonous but has a bit-

ter taste which must be disguised. Furthermore, it works

so rapidly that there is danger of rodents dying in walls

and other inaccessible places. It is, therefore, not

recommended for use in poisoning rats in buildin8.

Thalium sulphate, a powerful poison is slow and certain

in its results. It is also tasteless and odorless but

these same qualities make its use extremely dangerous to

human beings and domestic animals and poultry.

Fumigation is a simple and highly effective method
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of exterminating rodents and is recommended Where gas

can be concentrated and confined. It is especially

adapted for use in rodent and weevil-infested warehouses

for both pests may be eliminated by the same process.

Calcium cyanide has been found the most satisfactory

fumigant. Exhaust gases from an automobile, tractor, or

other gasoline engine may also be successfully used be-

neath floors and in other places that may be made reason.

ably tight. Sulphur dioxide, acetylene, and chlorine are

also practical as exterminants. Slower and more tedious

methods are trapping, and the use of rat viruses. Many

of the latter have been kund to be harmless and the

United States Department of Agriculture no longer reoom-

mends their use for the destruction of rats and mice. Ro-

dents appear to have a distaste for certain odors and

avoid them. In warehouses, where sack grain is stored,

it has been found that flake napthalene scattered on the

floor and over the sacks drives rats and mice away and

does not damage the grain. Creosote, carbolic acid,

kerosene, oil of peppermint, and wintergreen are also

Objectionable to rodents.

A final method of combating these pests is by fes-

tering their natural enemies. Small rat terriers, cats,

ferrets, hawks, and owls will do much to tree a community
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from rats, It is difficult for one warehouse owner to

work alone. The elimination Of rodent nuisances must be

handled as a community enterprise except in cases in which

the warehouse is isolated from the urban district.

Weevils -- Prevention and Control.

It is estimated that weevils alone destroy many

millions of dollars worth of wheat annually. Twenty p

cent of the Oregon warehouses reported that they were

troubled by the grain weevil (ealrIndea granaria). Since

earliest time, this weevil has been an enemy to stored

grain. It became domesticated long ago, lost its wings,

and is now strictly an indoor species and thus does not

infest ripened grain in the field. The beetle is about

one-eighth of an inch long, ovate, convex, and a uni-

formly chestnut brown. The thorax has elongate punctures

in more or less definite rows and the wing covers are

finely grooved and ridged lengthwise. The 11P0-! is pro-

longed into a stout proboscis-like snout bearing the el/.

bowed antennae attached to its sides. The female beetle

uses its snout to bore a tiny hole into a kernel of grain

after which she denosits a minute white egg in the hole.

This process she repeats many times in different kernels

during her period of life which extends over several
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weeks. In a few days the eggs hatch into a short tat,

footless white grub-like larva that at once begins to eat

out the inside of the kernel. By the time it matures and

is a little lees than one-eighth inch long, it changes to

a white pupa inside the kernel which has been hollowed to

a more shell and a few days later, the new beetle emerges.

All the time that beetles are laying eggs in kernels they

are eating others so that beetles and larva are equally

destructive. They undergo about four generations a year,

producing in some cases as many as 6000 descendents

annually. The larva feeds unseen and often unsuspected

and cannot be reached by the ordinary methods employed by

grain men in their grain cleaning operations, known to the

trade as fanning and screening. Grain infested with wee-

vils is unfit for human consumption and as it cannot be

separated from that which is uninjured, it is often a

total loss.

Grain may become infested with the weevils in vari-

ous ways.. As the weevil has no wings, infection seldom

occurs in the field, but may be produced by being placed

in sacks previously used for grain storage. Many cases of

weevily wheat may be traced directly to the use of second

hand untreated grain sacks. Wooden bins, old barns, or

farm granaries that have not been cleaned and treated may

also cause infestation. The final source is the com-
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mercial warehouse itself.

The weevils may be in the grain in cracks in the

walls or may have bored into the softer partitions of

walls where they are immune from mere spraying by contact

insecticides. Weevil infestation may be prevented much

easier than it can be remedied.

Newly harvested grain should not be stored for long

unthreshed such as has been done with headed grain. In

this condition, it is suscetible to infestation. If

promptly threshed and.stored in deep bins only a thin lay-

er on top of the bin at the worst can be affected. The

place intended for the reception of the crop should be

thoroughly cleaned and should be fumigated with sulphur.

Air-slaked lime is also recommended for dusting bin corn-

ers and edges. Elevator bins should be constructed so

as to be easily kept clean.

Clean grain should never be stored in old bins

until they have been thoroughly cleaned and freed from

Accumulation of waste grain and other material that might

harbor weevils. sags that have previously held grain

should not be allowed to be refilled until they have been

treated.

Probably most of the weevily wheat has become in-

fected in the farm granaries and the warehouse is not to
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blame. Several warehouses and terminals reported that they

refused to store infected wheat. When once the wheat has

become infected, the weevils may be destroyed by the use

of heat, contact insecticides, or by fumigation with poi-

sonous gases.

Before the use of fumigation to destroy stored

grain pests became general the subjection of these pests

to great heat was the principal method of destroying them.

The grain beetle cannot survive a temperature of 1190 F.

A temperature of 120° F. continued for three minutes or

even 1150 F. continued for twelve hours is fatal to all

stored grain pests. (Circular 15, Experiment Station,

University of Nebraska). As wheat can be subjected to a

temperature as high as 150° P. for a short time, the

practicability of the heat method where facilities for

generating the proper amount of heat are at hand is evi-

dent.

A zero temperature following upon one of 50° F.

and quickly followed again by a temperature of 1000 F.

will usually also kill every insect in an infested mill

or warehouse. This may be accomplished by running the

grain from one elevator bin to another in cold weather

and allowing the grain to fall through the air. Many

elevators are equipped with heating and drying equipment
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but this equipment is used principally for controlling

the moisture content of grain. Since grain in Oregon is

bought and sold by weight and since heating grain reduces

the weight by driving off some of the moisture content,

heat is not a favorite control measure for insects at

grain elevators. The f et that only one elevator report

ed having drying equipment would seem to bear out this

statement.

The second method of fighting stored grain pests

is by the use of contact insecticides although as prowl.

moll stated, the method is not satisfactory. Cracks in

the floor, walls, and ceilings may be treated with gas°+

line or benzine provided fire and lights are kept away

from them until they have evaporated. They may be ap-

plied by brushing, sprinkling or spraying and act at once

upon contact.

The last and best method of control is fumigation

by heavier than air gas. The only fumigants satisfactory

for use at present are those that can be depended upon

to penetrate bulks of grain as ordinarily stored. The

lighter than -air fumigants, notably hydrocyanic acid gas,

are seldom used for fumigating grain in bulk since they

do not.penetrate very deeply into masses of grain. The

expressionlheavier-than-air fumigants* means those gases
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that are so much heavier than air that they will sink down

into the grain in a tight bin and by forcing the lighter

air out will smother and kill all insects within the bin.

In thoroughly tight bins these bases can kill all stages

of the insects, the adult insects crawling between the

kernels, the eggs already laid in the kernels and the

grubs, pupae, and adults within the kernels themselves.

At present there are three immediately available

heavier-than-air chemical fumigants that offer safe control

for weevils under storage conditions. These are in the

order of their general effectiveness, carbon disulphide,

an ethyl acetate--carbon tetrachloride mixture, and carbon

tetrachloride alone. Chloropicrin, one of the powerful

war gases shows promise of being a practical fumigant but

has only recently become commercially available. It is

disagreeable to handle and its use by anyone not thorough.

ly acquainted with its properties and fully protected

against it would result disastrously. Sulphur dioxide

was once used extensively for fumigation of grain in ships

but it does not penetrate deeply into the grain and in

addition it destroys the germinating power of seeds and in-

jure* the baking quality of the flour made from fumigated

wheat. Chemically pure carbon disulphide CS2 is a color-

less watery liquid formed by the union of two elementary
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particules of sulfur with one of carbon. The name is

spelled in several ways--disulphide, diaulphid, disulfide,

bisulphid, and bisulphide. The common name is "high life:

It is used extensively as a fumigant but although effi-

cacious, it has serious disadvantages. It has an ex-

tremely disagreeable odor and in moderate concentrations

its vapor is poisonous to man. Although it is volatile,

millers occasionally complain that wheat Which has been

treated with it retains its odor and it has been shown that

the baking quality of flour from carbon disulphide fumi-

gated wheat is sometimes injured. The really serious ob-

jection to the use of carbon disulphide as a fumigant

arises from the fact that it is readily inflammable and

that its vapor when mixed with air is highly explosive.

For this reason, as stated in Chapter 8, fire insurance

companies refuse to carry the fire risk on elevators dur-

ing the time carbon disulphide is being used to treat the

stored grain. The grain managers' association of Chicago

representing the leading railway systems of the United

States, passed a resolution prohibiting the use of carbon

disulphide and tetrachloride in fumigating railroad cars.

Carbon disulphide will not only flash but continue to

burn at a temperature as low as 40°F. It will explode in

the presence of metal at different temperatures. Although

the fumes are not deadly poisonous, they are nevertheless
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poisonous to the system and when breathed continually in-

duce headache and dizziness and will affect the heart ac-

tion.

The ethyl acetate carbon tetrachloride mixture was

first recommended by the U. S. Department of Agriculture

as a fumigant for wheat in grain cars in the latter part

of 1924. It leaves a slight sour odor on the grain, Al..

though not as effective as carbon disulphide, under the

less favorable conditions, it produces a gas that is non-

inflammable and non-explosive and does not injure the

viability of seeds.

Carbon tetrachloride is a thin, transparent, color-

less liquid in appearance similar to water. The gas has a

pungent aromatic odor. It is not so effective as a grain

fumigant as carbon disulphide or the ethyl acetate carbon

tetrachloride mixture. It has, however, one great ad-

vantage in that it is non-inflammable and non-explosive.

In fact, it is itself a fire extinguisher. It is more

expensive to use than the other two discussed and re-

quires a much tighter building for success.

A survey by the U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Bulletin 1313, of the action of more than 100 argent* com-

pounds on weevils indicated that the most effective fumi-

gant other than carbon disulphide against weevils in wheat
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in grain cars and warehouses under practical fumigating

conditions is a mixture of about forty volumes of ethyl

acetate and sixty volumes of carbon tetrachloride.

Six rules to be remembered in fumigating for weevils

are:

1. The bin must be tight.

2. The grain temperature must be above 700 F.

3. The bin door must be tight and sealed,

4. The fumigant should be applied by removing it

from the original container.

5. Cover the surface of the grain to be fumigated

with a tarpaulin or with sacks.

Avoid breathing excessive quantities of the

fumigants.

Birds

The third and least common of the stored grain

pests were birds, notably the bobolink, meadowlark, fort-

oleo blackbird, cowbird, dove, sparrow and crow. Only

thirteen of the reports indicated that birds were a source

of loss and in most cases this loss was negligible. The

good that birds do by destroying injurious insects and

seeds in general more than counterbalances the damage oc-

casioned by the eating of grain. At least fifty differ..

ent birds act as weed and insect destroyers.
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CHAPTER XII

SIDELINES

According to a report of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion based upon a study of grain elevators in the fourteen

large grain producing states of the central west, eighty

per cent of the country elevators transact a merchandising

business in commodities other than those generally ac-

cepted for storage,I Only 48.2 per cent of Oregon ware-

houses engage in the sideline business. This corresponds

to a survey made ten years ago which indicated that 50

per cent handled sidelines.

No material was available on the percentage of all

elevators in Minnesota which handled sidelines. The aver-

age number of sidelines for all warehouses in Oregon was

2.7 per cent which is approximately the same as the Feder-

al Trade Commission results but the average per coopera-

tive warehouse in Oregon is only 2.2 per cent as compared

with 3.3 per cent in the fourteen states included in the

Trade Commission Survey.

The large number of cooperative elevators which

handle sidelines and the large number of lines handled by

such houses is due largely to the cooperative idea itself.

The farmers would naturally wish to buy such supplies as
1 Page 168, Volume I, Report Federal Trade Commission,
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TABLE XXV

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF
SIDELINES PER WAREHOUSE AS INDICATED BY
OREGON AND FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION SURVEY

Survey Number of Sidelines
rrCoopera ir

Oregon

Federal Trade Com-:
mission :

2,7

2.57

:

:

2.9

2.0

2.2

3.29
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TABLE_ XXVI

COUP/ISO N bliTWELK RJ MICIATAGh O EACH
TYPE OP 'n1O} s)1; PAVDLINO SIDELINES

Survey Per *out of Warehouses
All Ives

Oregon

Federal Trade
Commiselon $ 80 91.8

st 48.2 80

Minnesota
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fuel, lumber, and machine. y through their own organisa-

tion, feeling that if the principle of cooperation is

sound in the handling of grain, it must be equally sound

in the purchasing of commodities. The stockholders and

the management figure that they can save the middleman's

profit and save money for the stockholder. The volume

of sideline business transacted by a cooperative should

consequently be more than that handled by other types,

thus lowering the unit cost of handling.

In the case of many commercial line houses in

which the grain business at out-ofthe-way points would

scarcely justify the paying of a manager's salary, side-

lines are handled to defray expenses. Very often, how-

ever, the demand for certain sidelines such as coal, and

wood occur in the fall during the busiest time of the

crop year when the time of the manager is occupied with

the regular warehouse business. As this must come first,

the sideline business must either be neglected at a time

when it would be most profitable or assistance must be

hired.

Many of the independent and comer ial warehouses

operate only during the months of harvest Pnd hauling

season, especially in those years in which prices encour

age a rapid turnover. The volume of sideline business
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especially in commercial houses would not warrant operat-

ing the warehouse throughout the year for the sideline

business only. Gran elevators handle sidelines either

because a large business can be done, because supplies do
not increase overhead cost, or because elevators can

handle them more cheaply than other merchants. Handling

bulky commodities Which are sold at retail in compara-

tively large units is admirably suited to the elevator

business. Such commodities as coal, wood, building

materials, and feed are generally handled in grain wagons

or trucks and are nurchased by the farmers when grain is

delivered from the farm, thus saving an extra trip. They

are usually purchased in large quantities and require

little time on the part of the elevator or warehouse

force. Often the purchaser aids in loading. Sidelines

can either be stored in waste space in the warehouse or

in the case of coal, small sheds can be cheaply built.

As was pointed out in Chapter VII under utilisation of

storage capacity, few of the warehouses of region are

operating at anywhere near their maximum capacity.

A study by the U. S. Department of Agriculture of

farmer elevator operation in the spring wheat area ex-

plains the relation between sideline cost and operating
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TABLE XXVII

PERCENTAGE OF 'AREHOUSES WHICH HANDLE
EACH SIDELINE */

Sideline o. of 'also. Handling Per cent

Feed 11 42.3
Coal 23.1
Lumber 23,1
Wood 4 15.4
Poultry Supplies 3 11.5
Plaster 3 11.5
Flour 3 11.5
Seed 3 11.5
Dairy Supplies 2 7.7
Lime 2 7.7
Brick and tile 2 7.7
Poultry 2 7.7
Machinery 2 7.7
Posts 2 7.7
Hay and straw 2 7.7
Salt 2 7.7
Gas, oil, grease 2 7.7
Spray 1 3.8
Stock 1 3.8
Fertiliser 1 3.8
Mill supplies 1 3.8
Oil cake 1 3.8
Sand and gravel 0 1 3.8
Cement 1 3.8
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expense. The average expense of handling sidelines was

$886 or 11 per cent of the average total expense for the

group studied. Nine and six-tenths per cent of salary

expense and 17.7 per cent of extra labor expense was

chargeable to sidelines. In only one item--advertising,

in which the sideline expense was 42.3 did the cost of

sidelines aprroximate the cost of grain handling. It

would seem that the overhead costs are not, therefore,

appreciably increased by the sideline business. It must

not be concluded, however, that because warehouses handle

sidelines that they always proved profitable. However, a

survey in Minnesota in 1925 showed that of 111 elevators

reporting, seventeen did not handle sidelines, two showed

losses and nimity.two showed a profit amounting to over

$4000,1 In the study of farmer elevator operation in the

wering wheat area previously cited, it was found that

ninety-three per cent of the elevators realized a profit

from sidelines. In only three cases did sidelines fail

to increase the net elevator profits in the season

under observation. Twenty-three per cent more elevators

made profits from sidelines than from grain trading,

Sidelines included in the order of the number of

elevators handling them are feei coal, lumber, wood,

poultry supplies, plaster, other supplies used in
'a6e P2, iinvies ©t Bulletin 224.
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the locality.

Investigators of the Federal Trade Commission and

the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station indicate

that the order of relative importance of different side.

lines varies little between Minnesota and the other grain

states of the Middle West and Oregon. No elevator or

warehouse in Oregon reported handling either twine or

sacks. In a study of Oregon warehouses made ten years

ago, it was found that 21.6 per cent of the warehouses

handled sacks and twine as sidelines. This would indi*

cats that eitht,r the margin of profit in the sack and

twine business was not as great as formerly or that the

trend toward bulk handling of grain as discussed in the

introduction and Chapter III has reduced the denand so

that the large quantity side line business necessary for

profit is no longer possible.

Lighty per cent of the warehouses handled either

feed, coal, lumber, or wood. All told, twenty-four dill.

feres commodities were carried.
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GRAFT W, XIII

HEDGIN3 OnTATIONS

A hedge is a sale or purchase for future delivery

against purchase or sale of actual grain in order to

avoid possible lose from prir,e fluctuations. If grain

were generally sold izne6ietely after purebase and if it

were all purchased from farmers before being sold, there

would be little danger of loss from price fluctuation.

This, however, is not the ease. Grain often is purcharjed

In small quantities, often the supply is wleertain for

farmers my wish to store and wait for higher prices'

Tho ensuinr dcilay bef're a wafficient amount of ;ruin can

be accumulated for shippinc and the distance in trany cases

to market ay result in a chane in price and a loss. In

mtny cases, In which Cho 7:rice it unsatisfactory, the

elevator is unable to 1148 all the grain presente for

storage an the surrlus rust be shipved and solJI,

sales of grain, until purchase from the farmers, lik..

wise subject elevators to possible loss of grain unless

hailed. o maqy elevars in this ountry resrvt

hed. in an effort to av,id loss from price flutua-

tions. hen hedging is .acticed, marketing of ..'rain In-

volves four transsction s b 7 the elevator. If the grain
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is sold by the farmer to the elevator at the time of deli-

very, the order of the transaction is as follows: (1)

Purchase of the actual grain, (2) Sale of the future.

(3). Sale of the actual grain. (4) Purchase of the fut-

ure.

Sometimes the farmer wishes to store grain but

the elevator due: to lack of storage space finds it neces-

sary to ship and sell. In this form of hedging, the

order is as follows: (1) Sale of the actual grain. (2)

Purchase of the future. (3). Purchase of the actual

grain from farmers. (4) Sale of the future.

Suppose in the first case that on October 1 a ware-

house manger purchased 1000 bushels of Hard Federation

from farmers for t1.25 per bu_shel, which is 4,1.50 minus

25/ for freight and local handling charges and ships it

imnIldiately. As soon as possit7e the naw,ger sells

1000 bushels of January future at the market price of

C1.50 ter bushel. The grain previously rurchased goes

to market and is sold there on October 1F. Between

October first, the date of purchase, and October 15, the

date of sale, Hard Fed.r,vation has advanced 10/ per bush-

el in both cash and future markets. The grain then

sells for rJ.60 per bushel but the manger must buy 1000

bushels of futures at ,':';1.60, so he neither gains nor
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loses from the change.

Purchases

October 1 1000 bushels Hard-Federation @ $1.50

October 15 1000 bushels January Future @ 1.00.

3044

October 1 1000 bushels January Future @ 1.60

October 15 1000 bushels Hard Federation 60
.10

In this manner an elevator protects itself against

loss by drop in price and secures the profit which, might

be made in ease the price increases. Doing business in

this way eliminates all chance of large losses or gains

in the fluctuations in prices which take place between

the time the farmer is paid for his grain until the sale

is made.

The manager of an elevator has three duties. The

first is to protect the invested capital from loss. The

second is to handle grain at the least possible cost, to

net the farmer the beet possible price and to buy and

receive produce whenever his customer wishes to sell or

deliver. The third is to earn a profit on the operation

of the warehouse. Hedging operations are not gambling

for they preclude the possibility of considerable gain

or lose. Therefore, hedging does not violate the first



obligation of a warehouse manager, namely, to protest the

invested capital. A survey of the elevators in Minnesota

seemed to indicate that hedging was a desirable policy

where elevators are buying for cash. It was advocated

that better protection a)uld be secured by elevators now

hedging if managers kept complete and up-to.date records

of purchases and sales of grain and futures, hedged con

*latently, promptly and completely, studied the market

closely to determine in what future to hedge and when to

transfer hedges.

A number of reasons exist for the use of the hedge.

First, it makes it possible for a man to start in the

grain business without mue4capital These enterprises

usually operate in the country districts. it has even

kept competition alive in the larger terminal grain

businesses. Second, hedging makes possible operating on

a much smaller margin and adds to the security of those

financing the grain trade* neither the producer nor

the consumer in general carries the surplus of grain for

any appreciable period. The former needs the money and

has usually no suitable place to store. The latter buys

only small quantities when needed. It therefore devolves

upon the warehouseman to bridge the gap between produc-

tion and consumption. The warehouseman's grain margin
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Is very often only a fraction of the range of fluctuation

of grain prices in one month. As he operates often on

borrowed capital, he uses the hedge to protect both his

profit and capital. According to Volume VII, Report of

the Federal Trade Commission on; the Grain Trade, the

practice of hedging is almost universal in the grain pre..

clueing states of the Northwest. In the grain producing

Southwest, hedging is not general. The reasons offered

for the difference are: First, the country houses in the

Southwest are smaller and therefore the risk is less.

Second, they are nearer the market than in the Northwest.

The less the time required for transportation to market,

the less opportunity for price change and therefore the

less risk. The same condition may perhaps account in

part for the fact that only one Oregon warehouse reported

that it practiced hedging. Most of the houses are small

and are close to market. Perhaps the main reason for

not hedging was that Oregon until recently had no futures

market, the nearest being Seattle.

The Portland gain ;xchange began trading in wheat

futures on June 19, 1929, and it is estimated that it

will transact a total business of $280000,000 this year.

Farmers are selling their nearly.harvested wheat and

investing in options. They are thus able to speculate
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on the warrant season's market without taking the risk

of carrying their wheat or assuming the heavy expense

of holding it until they are ready to sell. By so doing,

they eliminate all storage charges, insurance, etc. It

is a trifle early to state what permanent effect the

Portland futures market will have upon hedging operations

in this state,
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CHAPTER XIV

SUNNAHY AND CONCLUSION

Grain storage facilities in Oregon may be clas-

sified as follows:

A. According to the principle of management

1. Independent

2, Line

3. Mill

4. Kalster (practically Obsolete)

5. Cooperative

B. According to location and function

1. Country

2, Terminal.

According to method of handling

1. Bulk

2. Sack

3 sack and bulk

According to type of license

1. State license

2. Federal license

8. State and. Federal

Warehousing in the sense of merely storing twist..

nated long before the time of Christ. The idea of stor-

ing for profit, however, was not introduced until about



the twelfth century. The first public warehouse in the

Oregon territory was constructed at Fort Wisqually in

1833 by Archibald McDonald. Due to the natural early ad.

vantages of sack handling, the warehousing movement made

little headway until the beginning of the World War*

Although many natural and artificial obstacles still lie

in the path of a complete transition from sack to bulk

handling, the advantages of the latter are so obvious

that bulk hnadling undoubtedly will eventually prevail.'

The change, however, should be made gradually and cons

servativelY*

Wheat heads the list of commodities stored while

only a few warehouses reported feed or hops storage.

Almost half of the houses stored only one commodity*

Only onesseventh stored more than two. In general, wares

housemen were prepared and willing to accept any corn.

modity presented for storage.

Practically all of the Oregon warehouses purchase

grain. This holds true for all types of warehouses and

all sections of the state. Twice as many houses pur-

chased by grade as purchased "as is" while the ratio of

grade sales over "as is" sales was three to one. Buying

and selling by grade led in all sections of the state

and in all types of warehouses. Over half the warehouses
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were required to store grain in both sulk and bulk. Over

half of those storing in bulk only were in the Willamette

Valley while only one.flfth were in Eastern Oregon, Indio

eating that the bulk movement has taken a firmer hold in

the Valley than in Eastern Oregon. The reverse holds

true for sack storage. One-third of the state warehouses

are still in sections that handle sack grain; one -halt

are in the transition stage and the rest store in bulk.

About one-half stored by lot, one -third stored by grade,

and the rest stored both ways. Few country elevator oper-

ators are qualified to grade grain. There are many op.

portunities to secure this training. Oregon State

offers special work in grain grading. A group of Federal

graders are soon to make a three-weeks trip throughout

the state making two and three-day stops to give instruc-

tion in grading,

The amount of cleaning done varies inversely with

the *mount of sack handling. All of the warehouses that

handled bulk grain cleaned the grain while only one- fifth

of those handling sack grain cleaned it. All grain,

whether sack or bulk, should be cleaned. Over a five.

year period a total of 800,000 bushels of dockage was

shipped to Portland.

There is little need in this state for cooling
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equipment., It is needed only in case of wet grain that is

heating and grain seldom gets in this condition in Oregon.

Drying equipment also seems adequate for the present.

Only 13.4% of Willamette Valley houses and 13.4% of

all houses that sold by grade blended out to grade. Judg-

ing from the results of the Federal Trade Commission Sur-

vey, warehousemen of Oregon are overlooking an important

source of profit by failing to blend grain out to grade.

Canada has been discussing the blending question at

length and the general conclusion is that farmers are the

losers from blending but that the warehousemen gain.

The survey clearly indicated that a striking lack

of uniformity exists in Oregon warehouse charges. Not

only is this true regarding the original charge but also

with regard to the length of storage permitted under the

original charge and the subsequent charge per month. An

'many striking variation occurs in cleaning and misciol.

laneoul warehouse charges and in the disposal of clean-

ings.

The majority of the warehouses insured in Old

Line companies alone. Only about one-seventeenth report-

ed that they insured in more than one company. Over half

the houses insured the warehouse only. About one-tenth

insured contents only and the rest insured both ware.

house and contents.
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Two possible remedies can be suggested for the

lack of uniformity in state warehouse practices. First,

the state can insist upon a strict inspection and regu-

lation of all houses licensed under the state law.

Second, All warehouses can be required to take out a Fed

eral license. This would insure adequate regulation and

inspection. Of scourge, the state law would necessarily

have to be modified to meet conditions in the varinus

states. At present, houses taking out a Federal license

must license for the capacity they intend to use. In

case of an unusual demand for storage space they often

must turn away business because they are already filled

to the license limit.

A wide variation exists both in the capucity and

in the annual storage of Oregon warehouses. The average

annual storage was 114,000 bushels. If one huge terminal

were omitted the average capacity would be 122,00-0. In

about one- fourth of the oases, the annual storage exceed.

ed the capacity while in only approximately onehalf the

cases did the storage approach the capacity. In view of

the fact that this survey was made when much grain was

being held pending better prices, it is safe to say that

the capacity of Otegon country elevators is sufficient

for the present. Cregon is, however, in need of more
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farm storage facilities. This would relieve or prevent

congestion at the warehouse; it would tend to preserve

the identity of good country run wheat; it would permit

shipping to the best markets; it would make possible a

larger elevator turnover; it would require less equip.

ment; and finally, it would reduce the cost of warehouse

construction.

Yew warehouses in this state have any ***ureter

method of determining weight variation or its causes.

About one-half reported no noticeable variation. Only

about one- fourteenth reported a decrease, while two.

fifths reported an increase in weight. The survey indi

oated that the average warehouseman was breaking even or

gaining from the variation in weight of stored products.

Nine-tenths of the houses reported loss from

rodents. One-fifth reported loss from weevils and only

one-eighth reported loss from birds. In no case, how-

ever, did the loss exceed 1* per cent.

Eighty per cent of the houses handled sidelines,

carrying in all, twenty-four different comrodities. Feed

is the most common sideline being found in 42.3% of the

warehouses. The sideline business has not generally

proved profitable where the warehouse has operated only

seasonally. In the case where the warehouse was open
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the year round it was found that sidelines added very lit.

tle overhead and often carried the overhead for the en.

tire business. A year around sideline business is advo

*sled.

Prior to the opening of the Portland futures mar.

ket, warehousemen in Oregon did not hedge. The effect of

this market upon the attitude of the warehouseman toward

hedging has not been determined in this survey as the

market was a subsequent development. A study of the

hedging activities of the warehousemen of other sections

indicates that hedging is desirable both from the stand»

point of profit and risk minimising and that warehouse.

men of this state should avail themselves of the facill.

ties of the Portland futures market.

Chimera,. Recommendations

1. Make a gradual and conservative change from sack to

bulk handling.

2. Build additional farm storage facilities.

3. Provide for a strict regulation and inspection of

state licensed warehouses or a modification of the

Federal Act to meet the needs of the various states.

4. Train country elevator operators to grade grain and

be more familiar with Federal grades.
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5, Clean all grain.

6. Buy and sell grain by grade.

7. Blend grain out to grade.

8. As far as possible, through stricter inspection and

regulations, standardize warehouse practices.
9. Take advantage of the Portland futures market.

10. Randle sidelines where warehouses are operated throutp.

out the year.

11. In warehouse replacement use fireproof and rodent

proof construction.

12. Practice prevention as the most effective method of

combating stored grain pests. Use the following

remedial measures in the order of their effective.

1104411

A. Rodents

1. Poisoning with Barium carbonate.

2. Poisoning with Red Squill.

3. Fumigation

4. Fostering natural enemies.

5. Trapping,

8. Rodent viruses.

B. Weevils

1. Fumigation with heavier.than.air gases.

a. Carbon disulphide
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b. Ethyl acetate . carbon tetrachloride

mixtures

o. Carbon Tetrachloride.

2. Heating grain.

3. Contact insecticides.

C. Birds are not a problem so no remedies are sug

Bested,

12. Obtain a more accurate method of determining weight

variation.
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